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Abstract
Complex classical Cayley-Klein categories A(j), B(j), C(j) and D(j) are
constructed by the method of categorical extension of the complex clas-
sical Cayley-Klein groups SL(2n; j;C), SO(2n + 1; j;C), Sp(2n; j;C) and
SO(2n; j;C), respectively. The explicit construction of the irreducible repre-
sentations of the complex classical Cayley-Klein categories is received. Com-
pleteness of lists of the irreducible representations of the complex classical
Cayley-Klein categories and the classification theorems are proved.
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1 Pimenov algebra and Complex Cayley-Klein
spaces
Let us define Pimenov algebra Dn(ι;C) as an associative algebra with
unit over complex number field and with nilpotent commutative generators
ιk, ι
2
k = 0, ιkιm = ιmιk 6= 0, k 6= m, k,m = 1, . . . , n. The general element
of Dn(ι;C) is in the form
d = d0 +
n∑
p=1
∑
k1<...<kp
dk1...kpιk1 . . . ιkp , d0, dk1...kp ∈ C.
For n = 1 we have D1(ι1;C) ∋ d = d0 + d1ι1, i.e. the elements d are dual
numbers when d0, d1 ∈ R [1, 2]. For n = 2 the general element of D2(ι1, ι2;C)
is d = d0 + d1ι1 + d2ι2 + d12ι1ι2. Two elements d, d˜ ∈ Dn(ι;C) are equal if
and only if d0 = d˜0, dk1...kp = d˜k1...kp , p = 1, . . . , n. If d = dkιk and d˜ = d˜kιk,
then the condition d = d˜, which is equivalent to dkιk = d˜kιk, make possible
the consistently definition of the division of nilpotent generator ιk by itself,
namely: ιk/ιk = 1, k = 1, . . . , n. Let us stress that the division of different
nilpotent generators ιk/ιp, k 6= p, as well as the division of complex number
by nilpotent generators a/ιk, a ∈ C are not defined. It is convenient to
regard the algebras Dn(j;C), where the parameters jk = 1, ιk, k = 1, . . . , n.
If m parameters are nilpotent jks = ιs, s = 1, . . . ,m and the other are equal
to unit, then we have Pimenov algebra Dm(ι;C).
Cayley-Klein spaces of “complex” type Cn+1(j) come out from (n + 1)-
dimensional complex space Cn+1 under the mapping
ψ : Cn+1 → Cn+1(j),
ψz∗0 = z0, ψz
∗
k = zk
k∏
m=1
jm, k = 1, 2, . . . , n, (1.1)
where z∗0 , z
∗
k ∈ Cn+1, z0, zk ∈ Cn+1(j) are complex Cartesian coordinates,
j = (j1, . . . , jn), each of parameters jk takes three values: jk = 1, ιk, i.
“Complex” type means here that these spaces are coordinatized by ele-
ments of a one-step extension of R through a labelled Cayley-Dickson pro-
cedure R ⇒ R(µ1) which adjoint a imaginary unit i with i2 = −1 to R,
producing either the complex numbers C (µ1 = 1), double (split complex)
numbers (µ1 = −1) and dual numbers (µ1 = 0) [3].
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Within this family, only the spaces coordinatised by ordinary compex
numbers (where i2 = −1) are actually complex spaces; after this restriction,
there are only 3N Cayley-Klein complex spaces in dimension N.
Quadratic form (z∗,z∗) =
n∑
m=0
|z∗m|2 of the space Cn+1 turns into quadratic
form
(z,z) = |z0|2 =
n∑
k=1
|zk|2
k∏
m=1
j2m. (1.2)
of the space Cn+1(j) under the mapping (1.1). Here |zk| = (x2k + y2k)1/2 is
absolute value (modulus) of complex number zk = xk+iyk, and z is complex
vector: z = (z0, z1, . . . , zn).
A space Cn+1(j) is called non-fiber space, if no one of the parameters
j1, . . . , jn take dual value. A space Cn+1(j) is called (k1, k2 . . . , kp) – fiber
space, if 1 ≤ k1 < k2 < . . . < kp ≤ n and jk1 = ιk1 , . . . , jkp = ιkp , and
the other jk = 1. These fiberings are trivial [4] and can be characterised by
the set of consequently nested projections pr1, pr2, . . . , prp; where for pr1 the
base is a subspace, spanned over the basis vectors {e0, e1, . . . , ek1−1}, and the
fiber is a subspace, spanned over {ek1 , ek1+1, . . . , en}; for pr2 the base is a sub-
space {ek1 , ek1+1, . . . , ek2−1}, and the fiber is a subspace {ek2 , ek2+1, . . . , en}
and so on.
Let us study space Cn(j), obtained from n-dimensional Euclidean space
Cn using the mapping (1.1).
If all jk = 1, then ψ is identical mapping. For jk1 = ιk1 , . . . , jkp = ιkp
and other jk = 1 we obtain fiber space with zero curvature k1, k2, . . . , kp.
This space is characterised by the existence consequently nested projec-
tions pr1, pr2, . . . , prp, where for pr1 subspace {z1, z2, . . . , zk1−1} serves as a
base, and space {zk1 , zk1+1, . . . , zn} – as a fiber; for pr2 as a base subspace
{zk1 , zk1+1, . . . , xk2−1} and as a fiber - subspace {zk2 , zk2+1, . . . , xn} and so
on.
From mathematical point of view, fibering in space Cn(j) is trivial [4],
i.e. globally it has the same structure as locally. From physical point of
view, fibering originates absolute physical quantities. For example, com-
plex Galilean space, which is realized on the sphere S4(1, ι2, 1, 1), can be
characterised by the existence of absolute time t = z1 and absolute space
C3 = {z2, z3, z4}.
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2 Complex classical Cayley-Klein groups
2.1 Unitary Cayley-Klein groups
Definition 2.1 Group SU(n + 1; j;C) consists of all transformations of
space Cn+1(j) with unit determinant, keeping invariant the quadratic form
(1.2).
In the (k1, k2, . . . , kp) – fiber space Cn+1(j) we have (p+ 1) – quadratic
form, which remains invariant under the transformations of group SU(n+
+1; j;C). Under transformations of group SU(n + 1; j;C), which do not
affect coordinates z0, z1, . . . , zks−1, the form
(z,z)s+1 =
ks+1−1∑
α=ks
|zα|2
α∏
l=ks+1
j2l , (2.1)
where s+ 0, 1, . . . , p, k0 = 0, remains invariant.
For s = p the summation over α goes up to n.
The mapping (1.1) induces the transition of classical group SU(n+1;C)
into group SU(n+1; j;C). All (n+1)2−1 generators of group SU(n+1;C)
are Hermitean matrices. If group GLn+1 acts via left translations in the
space of analytical functions on Cn+1, then its generators are X
∗
αβ = z
∗β∂α
∗,
where ∂α
∗ ≡ ∂/∂z∗α. (The asterisk means that A∗ is a generator of a
classical group.)
Commutators of generators X∗ satisfy the following relation
[X∗km,X
∗
pq] = δmpX
∗
kq − δkqX∗pm, (2.2)
where δmp is Kronecker symbol.
Independent Hermitean generators of group SU(n + 1;C) are given by
equations
Q∗µν =
i
2
(X∗µν +X
∗
νµ), L
∗
µν =
1
2
(X∗νµ −X∗µν),
P ∗k =
i
2
(X∗k−1,k−1 −X∗kk), (2.3)
where µ = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1; ν = µ+ 1, µ + 2, . . . , n; k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Generators X∗αβ are transformed under the mapping (1.1) as follows:
Xkk = zk∂k, Xνµ = zµ∂ν , Xµν =
( ν∏
l=µ+1
j2l
)
zν∂µ, (2.4)
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where k = 1, 2, . . . , n; µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , n, µ < ν.
Commutators of generators X(j) can be easily found [5]:
[Xkm,Xpq] =
l2∏
l=l1
jl
l4∏
l=l3
jl
(
δmpXkq
l6∏
l=l5
j−1l − δkqXpm
l8∏
l=l7
j−1l
)
, (2.5)
where l1 = 1 + min(k,m); l2 = max(k,m); l3 = 1 + min(p, q); l4 =
= max(p, q); l5 = 1 + min(k, q); l6 = max(k, q); l7 = 1 + min(m, p);
l8 = max(m, p).
Hermitian generators (2.3) are transformed in the same way under tran-
sition from group SU(n + 1;C) to group SU(n + 1; j;C). This enables to
find matrix generators of group SU(n+ 1; j ;C):
Qµν(j) =
( ν∏
m=µ+1
jm
)
Q∗µν(→) =
i
2
[Xνµ(j) +Xµν(j)] =
=
i
2
(
X∗νµ +X
∗
µν
ν∏
m=µ+1
j2m
)
,
Lµν(j) =
( ν∏
m=µ+1
jm
)
L∗µν(→) =
1
2
[Xνµ(j)−Xµν(j)] = (2.6)
=
1
2
(
X∗νµ −X∗µν
ν∏
m=µ+1
j2m
)
,
Pk(j) = P
∗
k =
i
2
(X∗k−1 k−1 −X∗kk), k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
We do not cite commutation relations for generators Qµν(j ), Lµν(j), Pk(j)
because they are cumbersome [5]. They can be found, using (2.5).
Matrix generators (2.6) make a basis of Lie algebra su (n + 1; j;C). To
the general element of the algebra
Z(r, s,w, j) =
n(n+1)/2∑
λ=1
(rλQλ(j) + sλLλ(j)) +
n∑
k=1
wkPk, (2.7)
where index λ is connected with the indices µ, ν, µ < ν by relation
λ = ν + µ(n− 1)− µ(µ− 1)/2, (2.8)
and the group parameters rλ, sλ, wk are complex, there corresponds a finite
group transformation of group SU(n+ 1; j;C)
Ξ(r, s,w, j) = expZ(r, s,w, j) (2.9)
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2.2 Complex orthogonal Cayley-Klein group
Complex orthogonal Cayley-Klein group SO(N ; j;C) is defined as the group
of transformations ξ′(j) = A(j)ξ(j) of complex vector space ON (j) with
Cartesian coordinates ξt(j) = (ξ1, (1, 2)ξ2, . . . , (1, N)ξN )
t, which preserve
the quadratic form
inv(j) = ξt(j)ξ(j) = ξ21 +
N∑
k=2
(1, k)2ξ2k,
where j = (j1, . . . , jN−1), each parameter jk takes two values: jr = 1, ιr; r =
1, . . . , N − 1, ξk ∈ C and
(µ, ν) =
max(µ,ν)−1∏
l=min(µ,ν)
jl, (µ, µ) = 1.
Let us stress, that Cartesian coordinates of ON (j) are special elements of
Pimenov algebra DN−1(j;C). It worth notice that the orthogonal Cayley-
Klein groups as well as the unitary and symplectic Cayley-Klein groups have
been regarded in [6, 7] as the matrix groups with the real matrix elements.
Nevertheless there is a different approach, which gives the same results for
ordinary groups [8, 9]. According with this approach, the Cayley-Klein
group SO(N ; j;C) may be realised as the matrix group, whose elements are
taken from algebra DN−1(j;C) and in Cartesian basis consist of the N ×N
matrices A(j) with elements
(A(j))kp = (k, p)akp, akp ∈ C.
Matrices A(j) are subject of the additional j-orthogonality relations
A(j)At(j) = At(j)A(j) = I. (2.10)
Sometimes it is convenient to regard an orthogonal group in so-called
“symplectic” basis. Transformation from Cartesian to symplectic basis x(j) =
Dξ(j) is made by unitary matrices D, which are a solutions of equation
DtC0D = I, (2.11)
where C0 ∈ MN , (C0)ik = δik′ , k′ = N + 1 − k To obtain all solutions of
equation (2.11), take one of them, namely
D =
1√
2
(
I −iC˜0
C˜0 iI
)
, N = 2n,
6
D =
1√
2

 I 0 −iC˜00 √2 0
C˜0 0 iI

 , N = 2n+ 1, (2.12)
where n × n matrix C˜0 is like C0, then regard the matrix Dσ = DVσ,
Vσ ∈ MN , (Vσ)ik = δσi,k, and σ ∈ S(N) is a permutation of the Nth
order. It is easy to verify that Dσ is again a solution of equation (2.11).
Then in symplectic basis the orthogonal Cayley Klein group SO(N ; j;C) is
described by the matrices
Bσ(j) = DσA(j)D
−1
σ (2.13)
with the additional relations of j-orthogonality
Bσ(j)C0B
t
σ(j) = B
t
σ(j)C0Bσ(j) = C0.
It should be noted that for orthogonal groups (j = 1) the use of different
matrices Dσ makes no sense because all Cartesian coordinates of ON are
equivalent up to a choice of its enumerations. The different situation is for
Cayley-Klein groups (j 6= 1). Cartesian coordinates (1, k)ξk, k = 1, . . . , N
for nilpotent values of some or all parameters jk are different elements of the
algebra DN−1(j;C), therefore the same group SO(N ; j;C) may be realized
by matrices Bσ with a different disposition of nilpotent generators among
their elements.
Matrix elements of Bσ(j) are as follows
(Bσ)n+1,n+1 = bn+1,n+1,
(Bσ)kk = bkk + ib˜kk(σk, σk′), (Bσ)k′k′ = bkk − ib˜kk(σk, σk′),
(Bσ)kk′ = bk′k − ib˜k′k(σk, σk′), (Bσ)k′k = bk′k + ib˜k′k(σk, σk′),
(Bσ)k,n+1 = bk,n+1(σk, σn+1)− ib˜k,n+1(σn+1, σk′),
(Bσ)k′,n+1 = bk,n+1(σk, σn+1) + ib˜k,n+1(σn+1, σk′),
(Bσ)n+1,k = bn+1,k(σk, σn+1) + ib˜n+1,k(σn+1, σk′),
(Bσ)n+1,k′ = bn+1,k(σk, σn+1)− ib˜n+1,k(σn+1, σk′), k 6= p,
(Bσ)kp = bkp(σk, σp) + b
′
kp(σk′ , σp′) + ib˜kp(σk, σp′)− ib˜′kp(σk′ , σp),
(Bσ)kp′ = bkp(σk, σp)− b′kp(σk′ , σp′)− ib˜kp(σk, σp′)− ib˜′kp(σk′ , σp),
(Bσ)k′p = bkp(σk, σp)− b′kp(σk′ , σp′) + ib˜kp(σk, σp′) + ib˜′kp(σk′ , σp),
(Bσ)k′p′ = bkp(σk, σp) + b
′
kp(σk′ , σp′)− ib˜kp(σk, σp′) + ib˜′kp(σk′ , σp).
(2.14)
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Here b, b′, b˜, b˜′ ∈ C are expressed by the matrix elements of A as
bn+1,n+1 = aσn+1,σn+1 ,
bn+1,k =
1√
2
aσn+1,σk , bk,n+1 =
1√
2
aσk,σn+1 ,
b˜k,n+1 =
1√
2
aσk′ ,σn+1 , b˜n+1,k =
1√
2
aσn+1,σk′ ,
bkk =
1
2
(aσkσk + aσk′σk′ ), b˜kk =
1
2
(aσkσk′ − aσk′σk),
bk′k =
1
2
(aσkσk − aσk′σk′ ), b˜k′k =
1
2
(aσkσk′ + aσk′σk),
bkp =
1
2
aσkσp , b
′
kp =
1
2
aσk′σp′ , b˜kp =
1
2
aσkσp′ , b˜
′
kp =
1
2
aσk′σp , k 6= p.
Let us observe that the elements b of Bσ(j) are obtained from the ele-
ments b∗ of Bσ(j = 1) by multiplications on some products of parameters j,
namely
b∗n+1,n+1 = bn+1,n+1, b
∗
kk = bkk, b
∗
k′k = bk′k,
b˜∗kk = (σk, σk′)b˜kk, b˜
∗
k′k = (σk, σk′)b˜k′k,
b∗k,n+1 = (σk, σn+1)bk,n+1, b
∗
n+1,k = (σk, σn+1)bn+1,k,
b˜∗k,n+1 = (σk′ , σn+1)b˜k,n+1, b˜
∗
n+1,k = (σk′ , σn+1)b˜n+1,k,
b∗kp = (σk, σp)bkp, b
∗′
kp = (σk′ , σp′)b
′
kp,
b˜∗kp = (σk, σp′)b˜kp, b˜
∗′
kp = (σk′ , σp)b˜
′
kp, k 6= p.
(2.15)
A transformation of group by multiplications of some or all its group param-
eters on zero tending parameter ǫ is named as group contraction [10, 11], if a
new group is obtained in the limit. The formulas (2.15) are just an example
of such transformation, where the nilpotent values jk = ιk are used instead
of the limit ǫ → 0. In other words group contractions may be described
mathematically correctly by the replacement of real or complex group pa-
rameters with a new one’s which are elements of Pimenov algebra Dn(ι;C).
In our case such replacement is made for matrix elements.
Let us consider as an example the group SO(3; j;C). For identical per-
mutation σ = (1, 2, 3) the matrix Dσ is given by equation (2.12) for N = 3
and in symplectic basis the group SO(3; j;C) is described by the matrices
Bσ(j) =

 b11 + ij1j2b˜11 j1b12 − ij2b˜12 b31 − ij1j2b˜31j1b21 + ij2b˜21 b22 j1b21 − ij2b˜21
b31 + ij1j2b˜31 j1b12 + ij2b˜12 b11 − ij1j2b˜11

 .
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For σ = (2, 1, 3) one obtain from equation (2.13)
Bσ(j) =

 b11 + ij2b˜11 j1b12 − ij1j2b˜12 b31 − ij2b˜31j1b21 + ij1j2b˜21 b22 j1b21 − ij1j2b˜21
b31 + ij2b˜31 j1b12 + ij1j2b˜12 b11 − ij2b˜11

 ,
finally the permutation σ = (1, 3, 2) leads to the matrices
Bσ(j) =

 b11 + ij1b˜11 j1j2b12 − ij2b˜12 b31 − ij1b˜31j1j2b21 + ij2b˜21 b22 j1j2b21 − ij2b˜21
b31 + ij1b˜31 j1j2b12 + ij2b˜12 b11 − ij1b˜11

 .
The same matrices are corresponded to three remaining permutations from
the group S(3; j;C).
For nilpotent values of both parameters j1 = ι1, j2 = ι2 we have the com-
plex Galilei group G(1 + 1;C) = SO(3; ι;C), which is realized in Cartesian
basis by the matrices
A(ι) =

 1 ι1a12 ι1ι2a13−ι1a12 1 ι2a23
ι1ι2a31 −ι2a23 1

 ,
where a31 = −a13 + a12a23. The relations of j-orthogonality (2.10) have
been taken into account. Three different realizations of Galilei group in
symplectic description are as follows
Bσ(ι) =

 1 + iι1ι2b˜11 ι1b12 − iι2b˜12 −iι1ι2b˜31−ι1b12 − iι2b˜12 1 −ι1b12 + iι2b˜12
iι1ι2b˜31 ι1b12 + iι2b˜12 1− iι1ι2b˜11

 ,
where b˜31 = −b12b˜12,
Bσ(ι) =

 1 + iι2b˜11 ι1b12 − iι1ι2b˜12 0−ι1b12 + iι1ι2b˜21 1 −ι1b12 − iι1ι2b˜21
0 ι1b12 + iι1ι2b˜12 1− iι2b˜11

 ,
where b˜21 = −b˜12 − b12b˜11,
Bσ(ι) =

 1 + iι1b˜11 ι1ι2b12 − iι2b˜12 0ι1ι2b21 − iι2b˜12 1 ι1ι2b21 + iι2b˜12
0 ι1ι2b12 + iι2b˜12 1− iι1b˜11

 ,
where b21 = −b12 + b˜11b˜12.
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2.3 Complex symplectic Cayley-Klein groups
Consider the space Cn(j)⊗Cn(j), which is obtained from 2n-dimensional
Euclidean space Cn ⊗ Cn by mapping
ψ : Cn ⊗Cn → Cn(j)⊗ Cn(j), (2.16)
ψzk = zkJk, ψzk′ = zk′Jk, k
′ = 2n+ 1− k, Jk =
k−1∏
m=1
jm, k = 1, 2 . . . n.
Group Sp(n; j;C) is defined as the group of transformation (2.16) of 2n−dimensional
space Cn(j)⊗ Cn(j), preserving the bilinear form
(z, y) =
n∑
k=1
(zkyk′ − zk′yk)J2k .
Cartesian coordinates zk, yk, k = 1, 2 . . . n, belongs to the first, and zk′ , yk′—
to the second factor in the direct product of spaces. For j-structure to
be preserved, parameter j must be introduced in matrix of transformation
T (j) = (Tij)
n
i,j=1 as follows
Tij = J
k
mtij, where k = i if i ≤ n; k = i′, i > n; m = j, j ≤ n;
m = j′, j > n, Jkm =
max(k,m)−1∏
n=min(k,m)
jn.
The matrix elements of T satisfies the additional relation
T tC0T = C0.
The elements of matrix C0 are as follows (C0)ij = εiδij , εi = 1 if i =
1, 2 . . . n and εi = −1 for i = n − 1, . . . , 2n. The general element of the
Shevalley basis of symplectic algebra sp(n; j;C) appears as
H =


h1 j1z
+
1 · · · · · · · ·
j1z
−
1 h2 j2z
+
2 · · · · · · ·
· j1z+2 · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · −j2z−2 −h1 −j1z+1
· · · · · · · · · · −j1z−1 −h2


.
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Choosing the generators of algebra sp(n; j;C) in the following form
Hi = eii − ei′i′ − ei+1,i+1 + e(i+1)′,(i+1)′ , Hn = enn − en′,n′ ,
X+i = ji(ei,i+1 − e(i+1)′,i′), X−i = ji(ei+1,i − e(i)′,(i+1)′),
X+n = jnen,n+1, X
−
n = jnen+1,n, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, (2.17)
where (eij)km = δikδjm, the commutation relation for the Shevalley basis
sp(n; j;C) looks as[
Hi,X
±
j
]
= ±AijX±j ,
[
X+i ,X
−
j
]
= δijj
2
iHj , (2.18)
where Aij is a Cartan matrix — Aii = 2, Ai,i−1 = Ai−2,i−1 = −1, An−1,n =
−2.
3 Structure of classical Cayley-Klein algebras
under contractions
3.1 Structure of Cayley-Klein orthogonal algebras
In the theory of Lie algebras, Cartan-Weyl commutation relations, connected
with root expansions of classical Lie algebras, are also often used. To start
with, we shall give a brief description of the main stages of a root expan-
sion, following the monographs [12] and then construct analogues of such
expansion for algebras so (n+1; j), which enables us to find the structure of
contracted algebras.
Under Cartan subalgebra h of a simple algebra l we mean maximal
Abelian subalgebra in l. Let α be a linear function on h ⊂ l. Let us
denote Eα linear subspace in l, defined by condition
Eα = {Y ∈ l | [X,Y ] = α(X)Y ∀X ∈ h}. (3.1)
If Eα 6= 0 the function α is called a root, and Eα is root vector. A set of
all roots is denoted ∆. Algebra l can be presented as direct sum
l = h⊕
∑
α∈∆
⊕{Eα}. (3.2)
Let Hk is a basis of Cartan subalgebra h. Then for each root α ∈ ∆ it
is possible to choose vector Eα ∈ l such that for all α, β ∈ ∆ the following
commutation relations are valid:
[Hk, Eα] = α(Hk)Eα,
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[Eα, Eβ] =


Hα, α+ β = 0,
NαβEα+β, α+ β ∈ ∆,
0, α+ β 6= 0, α+ β /∈ ∆,
(3.3)
They are called Cartan-Weyl commutators.
In general, root vectors Eα for α ∈ ∆ are linearly dependent. For this
reason, from the set ∆ of all roots one singles out a subject Π of simple
roots to which there correspond linearly independent root vectors Eα. Then
to each root α ∈ Π one puts in correspondence an element Hα ∈ h, defines
the internal product of roots as 〈αk, αm〉 = Tr(HαkHαm) and takes into
consideration Cartan matrix
Akm =
2〈αk, αm〉
〈αk, αk〉 . (3.4)
In the case of classical algebras Cartan matrix has following properties:
1) Akk = 2; 2) Akm ≤ 0, Akm = 0,−1,−2,−3 or −4, if k 6= m; 3) AkmAmk <
4, k 6= m; 4) Akm = 0 if and only if Amk = 0; 5) det(Akm) is positive integer.
The structure of Cartan matrix can be conveniently depicted graphically,
using Dynkin diagrams. To each simple root αk ∈ Π there corresponds a
point in a plane with a weight proportional to 〈αk, αk〉. Any two points
αk and Am, k 6= m, are connected with lines. It turns out that there are
four infinite Dynkin diagrams, corresponding to infinite series of classical
Lie algebras:
(An), u(n), Π = {ek−1 − ek, k = 1, 2, . . . , n} (3.5)
1
e1 − e2
1
e2 − e3
1
en−1 − en
(Bn), so (2n+ 1), Π = {ek − ek+1, k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, en}, (3.6)
2
e1 − e2
2
e2 − e3
2
en−1 − en
1
en
(Cn), sp (n), Π = {ek − ek+1, k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, 2en} (3.7)
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1e1 − e2
1
e2 − e3
1
en−1 − en
2
2en
(Dn), so (2n), Π = {ek − ek+1, k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, en−1 + en} (3.8)
en−1 − en
en−1 + en1
e1 − e2
1
e2 − e3
1
en−1 − en
The number over circles at the diagrams (3.5) – (3.8) indicate weights,
Cartan notations are given in brackets, vectors ek are orthogonal basis vec-
tors of Euclidean space and have the same (though arbitrary) length. In
addition to infinite sequences of classical algebras, there are five exceptional
Lie algebras. The latter will not be considered here.
Let us first study algebras so (n + 1; j) of even dimension n = 2m. A
matrix H from Cartan subalgebra h can be presented as
H =


0 ij21h1 . . . 0
−ih1 0
...
. . .
... 0 ij22k−1hk
−ihk 0
. . .
0 ij2n−1hm
0 . . . −ihm 0


(3.9)
Let matrix Akr has zero elements except for element (Akr)kr = 1. As a
basis in Cartan subalgebra h let us choose matrixes Hk = −iX2k−2,2k−1 =
−i(A2k−1,2k−2−j22k−1A2k−2,2k−1), k = 1, 2, . . . ,m (we write out the construc-
tions for so (n + 1; j); the corresponding constructions for classical algebra
so (n + 1) can be obtained, putting all jk = 1). Linear functions on Cartan
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subalgebra are defined by ek(H) = hk. Simple roots are given in (3.6). The
system of all roots is as follows
∆ = {±er ± es, r 6= s, r, s = 1, 2, . . . ,m} ∪
∪ {±ek, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m}. (3.10)
To the roots ±ek there correspond generators (root vectors)
E±ek = −X2k−2,n ± ij2k−1X2k−1,n, (3.11)
to the roots er ± es – generators
Eer±es = −j2s−1X2r−2,2s−2 ± iX2r−2,2s−1 ± j2r−1X2r−1,2s−1 +
+ ij2r−1j2s−1X2r−1,2s−2, (3.12)
to the roots −er ± es – generators
E−er±es = −j2s−1X2r−2,2s−2 ± iX2r−2,2s−1 ∓
∓ j2r−1X2r−1,2s−1 − ij2r−1j2s−1X2r−1,2s−2. (3.13)
Matrix generators Xµν are described as follows [6]:
(Xµν)νµ = 1, (Xµν)µν = −
ν∏
m=µ+1
j2m. (3.14)
Cartan-Weyl commutators (3.3) can be found using commutation rela-
tions for Lie algebra so (n + 1; j), which can be of the most simply derived
from commutators of algebra so (n + 1), as it has been done in [6]. The
non-zero commutators are
[Xµ1ν1 ,Xµ2ν2 ] = (3.15)
=


(
ν1∏
m=µ1+1
j2m
)
Xν1ν2 , µ1 = µ2, ν1 < ν2,(
ν2∏
m=µ2+1
j2m
)
Xµ1µ2 , µ1 < µ2, ν1 = ν2,
−Xµ1ν2 , µ1 < µ2 = ν1 < ν2.
So, Cartan-Weyl commutators (3.3) can be written as follows (only non-
zero commutators are written out):
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[Hk, E±ek ] = ±j2k−1E±ek ,
[Hk, E±er±es ] =
{ ±j2r−1E±er±es , k = r,
±j2s−1E±er±es , k = s,
(3.16)
[E±ek , E∓ek ] = ∓2j2k−1
( n∏
l=2k
j2l
)
Hk;
[Eer±es , E−er∓es ] = −4j2r−1j2s−1
(2s−2∏
l=2r
j2l
)
×
× (j2s−1Hr ± j2r−1Hs), r < s; (3.17)
[E±rs , E±es ] = −j2s−1
( n∏
l=2s
j2l
)
E±er±es , r < s,
[E±er±es , E∓es ] = 2j2s−1E±er ,
[E±er±es , E∓er ] = −2j2s−1
( 2s−2∏
l=2r−1
j2l
)
E±es ;
[E±er±es , E∓es±em ] =
=


2j2s−1E±er±em , r < s < m,
−2j2m−1
(
2s−1∏
l=2m
j2l
)
E±er±em , r < m < s,
−2j2r−1
(
2r−2∏
l=2s−1
j2l
)
E±er±em , s < r < m.
(3.18)
The root technique is very propriate for description of contractions of
algebra so (n+1; j) over parameters with even numbers j2 = ι2, j4 = ι4, . . .,
jn = ιn, i.e. over parameters which are not involved in Cartan subalgebra.
Consequently, Cartan subalgebra is not changed under such contractions.
The structure of contracted algebras so (n + 1; j) is determined by com-
mutators (3.16) – (3.18) and can be found by induction over dimension of
algebra. We shall skip the formal derivation and proceed directly to the
description of results. Doing so, it is convenient to introduce an auxiliary
table Γn+1(j).
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Let us begin with some examples. In the case of algebra so (3; j) the
commutators (3.16) – (3.18) give us [Ee1 , E−e1 ] = −2j1j22H1. Let us con-
struct a table Γ3(j), as follows: Γ3(j) =
|H1|j22 |
ß1 ß2 , i.e. to the element (Γ3)11
of the table there corresponds generators H1, to the element (Γ3)12 – gen-
erators E±e1 ,and in the cell (Γ3)12 we inscribe parameter j
2
2 , arising when
these two generators commute (let us remind that we have considered con-
tractions over parameters with even numbers, so that parameters with odd
numbers can be put equal to unit and omitted). For contraction j2 = ι2 we
get the table Γ3(ι2)= H1 | 0 , and algebra so (3; ι2) gets the structure of
semidirect sum of commutative ideal T2, spanned over generators E±e1 , and
one-dimensional subalgebra H1, spanned over H1, i.e. so (3; ι2) = T2+⊃H1.
Definition 3.1 Algebra L is called semidirect sum of subalgebras T and
M,L = T+⊃M , if [T, T ] ⊂ T , [M,M ] ⊂M , [M,T ] ⊂ T .
It is easy to check up that these conditions are satisfied for T2 = {E±e1}
and H1.
Definition 3.2 A subalgebra T of algebra L is called ideal, if [L, T ] ⊂ T .
In the case of algebra so (5; j) the commutators (3.16) – (3.18) give us
(j1 = j3 = 1)
[Ee1 , E−e1 ] = −2j22j24H1, [Ee2 , E−e2 ] = −2j24H2,
[Ee1−e2 , Ee2−e1 ] = −4j22(H1 −H2), (3.19)
and the table Γ5(j) is as follows
ß1 ß2 ß3
Γ5(j) = H1 j
2
2 j
2
2j
2
4 ß1
H2 j
2
4 ß2
, (3.20)
i.e. to elements (Γ5)kk we put in correspondence generator Hk of Cartan
subalgebra, k = 1, 2; to the element (Γ5)12 – four generators E±e1±e2 and
inscribe in this cell the parameter j22 , arising under commutation of these
generators; to the element (Γ5)13 – two generators E±e1 with parameters
j22j
2
4 , and to the element (Γ5)23 – two generators E±e2 with parameters j
2
4 .
Under contraction j2 = ι2 some of these elements vanish:
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Γ5(ι2) = H1 0 0
⊕ H2 j24
, (3.21)
and algebra so (5; ι2) gets the structure of semidirect sum
so (5; ι2) = T6+⊃(H1 ⊕ so (3; j3, j4)), (3.22)
where Abelian subalgebra T6 is spanned over generators corresponding to
zero cells of the table, i.e. T6 = {E±e1±e2,E±e1}, and subalgebraM , accord-
ing to the definition 3.1, is a semidirect sum of one-dimensional subalgebra,
spanned over generator H1, and subalgebra so (3; j3, j4) =
= {H2, E±e2}, corresponding to the cells (Γ5)22 and (Γ5)23 (in (3.21) the
latter fact is marked with the sign ⊕).
For contraction j4 = ι4 the table and the structure of algebra so (5; ι4)
are as follows
Γ5(ι4) = H1 j
2
2 0
H2 0
, so (5; ι4) = T4+⊃so (4; j), (3.23)
where Abelian ideal T4 = {E±e1 , E±e2} and to non-zero part of the table
Γ5(ι4) there corresponds to subalgebra so (4; j1, j2, j3), as we shall see further
(see (3.31)) considering orthogonal algebras of even dimension. It must be
noted that for one-dimensional contractions (when one parameter jk takes
dual value) the ideal T is always communicative. But this is not valid for
multidimensional contractions (when two or more parameters jk are equal
to dual units). For dual contraction j2 = ι2, j4 = ι4 of algebra so (5) we get
Γ5(ι2, ι4) = H1 0 0
⊕ H2 0
, so (5; ι2, ι4) = T8+⊃H1 ⊕H2, (3.24)
where ideal T8 = {E±e1±e2 , E±e1 , E±e2} is not commutative, because, for
example, [E±e1±e2 , E∓e2 ] = 2E±e1 , but it can be easily seen that T8 is a
nilpotent subalgebra and, moreover, T8 is a radical.
Let L is Lie algebra. Let us introduce sequences of radicals
L(0) = L, L(1) = [L(0), L(0)], . . . , L(n+1) = [L(n), L(n)],
L(0) = L, L(1) = [L(0), L], . . . , L(n+1) = [L(n), L],
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (3.25)
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Definition 3.3 Algebra L is called solvable, if for some positive integer n
L(n) = 0.
Definition 3.4 Algebra L is called nilpotent, if for some positive integer n
L(n) = 0.
A nilpotent algebra is solvable. The inverse is not true.
Definition 3.5 Maximal solvable ideal T , involving any other solvable ideal
of algebra L, is called a radical.
The structure of the radical T8 is not fixed uniquely. It is determined
by partitions of zero elements of the table Γ5(ι2, ι4) ≡ Γ(ι) into blocks,
generated by different consequent one-dimensional contractions: contraction
“first j2 = ι2, then j4 = ι4”gives
ß2 ß3
| ß1
⊕ T8 = T6+⊃T2,
ß2
(3.26)
where Abelian subalgebra T6 = {E±e1±e2 , E±e1} is spanned over generators
corresponding to the cells (1, 2) and (1, 3) of the table (3.26), T2 = {E±e2} -
over generators corresponding to the cell (2, 3). The sequence of contractions
“first j4 = ι4, then j2 = ι2” gives
ß2 ß3
⊕ ß1 T8 = T4 ⊕ T˜4,
ß2 (3.27)
where T˜4 = {E±e1±e2} is spanned over the generators corresponding to the
cell (1, 2), and T4 = {E±e1 , E±e2} – over generators corresponding to the
cells (1, 3) and (2, 3).
In general, algebras so (n + 1; j), n = 2m, and the table Γn+1(j) can
be constructed as follows : to the cell (Γn+1(j))kk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, we
put in correspondence generator Hk from Cartan subalgebra; to the cell
(Γn+1(j))k,m+1 we put in correspondence generators E±ek and inscribe in the
cell
n∏
l=2k
j2l ; to the cell (Γn+1(j))rs, 1 ≤ r < s ≤ m, we put in correspondence
generators E±er±es and inscribe
2s−2∏
l=2r
j2l in the cell. The structure of algebra
so (n + 1; j) under contraction over even parameters is described by the
following theorem [6].
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Theorem 3.1 Let integer kr satisfy inequalities k0 = 0 < k1 < . . . < ks <
. . . < kp < kp+1 = (n + 1)/2 if p < m = n/2, and parameters j2k1 = ι2k1 ,
j2k2 = ι2k2 , . . ., j2kp = ι2kp. Then the following expansion is valid:
so (n+ 1; j) = T+⊃M ; (3.28)
where T is nilpotent radical, and M is semisimple algebra
M =
p∑
s=0
⊕so (2(ks+1 − ks); j2ks+1, . . . , j2ks+1−1). (3.29)
If ks+1 = ks + 1, then so (2(ks+1 − ks); j2ks+1, . . . , j2ks+1−1) =
= so (2; j2ks+1) ≡ Hs+1(j2ks+1). For kp = n/2 we can wright as so (2(kp+1−
kp); j2kp+1) = Hm(jn−1). The expansion (3.28) is Levi-Maltsev expansion of
contracted algebra so (n+1; j). In the case of maximal contraction, when all
even parameters of algebra so (n+ 1; j) are equal to dual units, semi-simple
algebra M can be expanded as follows: M =
m∑
s=0
⊕hs.
Let us consider algebras so (n+1; j) of even dimensions for n = 2m− 1,
Cartan subalgebra h consists of matrices H of the type (3.9) with omitted
last row and column. Basis matrices Hk are the same as for algebra so (2m+
1; j). Linear functions on h are defined, like in the odd-dimensional case, as
ek(H) = hk. Simple roots are given in (3.8). The system of all roots is as
∆ = {±er ± es, r 6= s, r, s = 1, 2, . . . ,m}. (3.30)
To the roots ±er ± es there correspond generators E±er±es of the type of
(3.12), (3.13) with commutation relations described by (3.16) – (3.18). We
shall discuss contractions of algebra so (2; j) over parameters jk with even
numbers, and for this reason we shall not write out parameters jk with odd
numbers when constructing the table Γ2m(j).
The system of roots for the algebra so (4; j) is ∆ = {±e1 ± e2}, and
commutator of generators Ee1−e2 and E−e1+e2 is given by (3.19). To the
elements (Γ4(j))kk we put in correspondence generators Hk, k = 1, 2, of
Cartan subalgebra, to the element (Γ4(j))12 – four generators E±e1±e2 and
inscribe in this cell parameter j22 . As a result, we obtain the table
ß1 ß2
Γ4(j) = H1 j
2
2 ß1
H2 ß2
(3.31)
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For contraction j2 = ι2 we get
ß1 ß2
Γ4(ι2) = H1 j
2
2 ß1 , so (4; ι2) = T4+⊃(H1 ⊕H2),
⊕ H2 ß2
(3.32)
where T4 = {E±e1±e2} is Abelian subalgebra.
For algebra so (6; j) we get the system of roots ∆ = {±e1 ± e2,±e1±
±e3,±e2 ± e3}; commutators required for inserting in the cells of the table
Γ6(j), satisfy the following relations:
[Ee1−e2 , E−e1+e2 ] = −4j22 (H1 +H2),
[Ee2−e3 , E−e2+e3 ] = −4j24 (H2 +H3), (3.33)
[Ee1−e3 , E−e1+e3 ] = −4j22j24(H1 +H3).
To the element (Γ6(j))kk we put in correspondence generator Hk, k =
= 1, 2, 3; to the element (Γ6(j))rs – four generators E±er±es and inscribe in
the cell parameter
2s−2∏
e=2r
j2e , r, s = 1, 2, 3, r < s. As a result we get the
table
ß1 ß2 ß3
Γ6(j) = H1 j
2
2 j
2
2j
2
4 ß1
H2 j
2
4 ß2
H3 ß3 , (3.34)
which enables us easily to find the structure of contracted algebras
so (6; ι2) = T8+⊃so (4; j3, j4, j5),
so (6; ι4) = T˜8+⊃so (4; j1, j2, j3), (3.35)
so (6; ι2, ι4) = T12+⊃(H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H3),
where T8 = {E±e1±e2 , E±e1±e3} and T˜8 = {E±e1±e3 , E±e2±e3} are commuta-
tive ideals; T12 = {E±e1±e2 , E±e1±e3 , E±e2±e3} is nilpotent radical.
In general case of algebra so (2m, j) the table Γ2m(j) can be constructed
in the same way as for so (6, j), but with r, s = 1, 2, . . . ,m, r < s, and the
structure of contracted algebras is described by the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2 Let integer kr satisfy inequalities k0 = 0 < k1 <
< . . . < ks < . . . < kp < kp+1 = m, and parameters j2k1 = ι2k1 , . . . , j2ks =
= ι2ks , . . . , j2kp = ι2kp . Then Levi-Maltsev expansion is valid:
so (2m; j) = T+⊃M, (3.36)
where T is nilpotent radical; M is semisimple algebra of the type
M =
p∑
s=0
⊕so (2(ks+1 − ks); j2ks+1, . . . , j2ks+1−1), (3.37)
and so (2; j2ks+1) ≡ Hs+1(j2ks+1).
3.2 Structure of unitary Cayley-Klein algebras
The structure of unitary algebras under contractions we shall also describe,
using the root technique. In contrast to orthogonal algebras, this method
in the case of algebras u (n + 1; j), su (n + 1; j) enables us to consider the
contractions over all parameters j, because Cartan subalgebra consists of
the diagonal matrices which do not depend on j.
A matrix of the Cartan subalgebra h can be written as
H =


h0 0
h1
. . .
0 hn.

 (3.38)
As a basis in h, we choose matrices Hk = Akk, k = 0, 1, . . . , n. The linear
functions on Cartan subalgebra are defined by relation ek(H) = hk, where
H is matrix (3.38). The simple roots are given by (3.5). The system of all
roots is ∆ = {ek − em, k 6= m, k,m = 0, 1, . . . , n}. To the root ek − em
there corresponds generators Eek−em = Akm(j)
Eeµ−eν = A
∗
µν
ν∏
l=µ+1
j2l , Eeν−eµ = A
∗
νµ, µ < ν,
µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , n. (3.39)
Weyl-Cartan commutation relations (3.3) can be found, using (2.5), and are
as follows (we have written only non-zero commutators):[
Hk, Eek−ep
]
= Eek−ep ,
[
Hk, E−ek+ep
]
= −E−ek+ep ,
[Eek−em , E−ek+em] =
( m∏
l=k+1
j2l
)
(Hk −Hm),
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[
Eek−em, Eem−eq
]
=
=


Eek−eq , k < m < q or q < m < k,(
m∏
l=1+max(k,q)
j2l
)
Eek−eq , m > k, m > q,(min(k,q)∏
l=m+1
j2l
)
Eek−eq , m < k, m < q.
(3.40)
The structure of contracted algebras u (n+1; j) is completely determined
by the commutators (3.40) and described by the auxiliary table Γn+1(j)
which can be compiled as follows. To the diagonal elements of the table there
correspond basis generators of the Cartan subalgebra (Γn+1(j))kk = Hk,
k = 0, 1, . . . , n. To the elements (Γn+1(j))µν , µ < ν, µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , n, of
the table there correspond two generators Eeµ−eν , Eeν−eµ , and we inscribe
in the cell the product
ν∏
e=µ+1
j2e , arising under commutation of these two
generators.
To algebra u (2; j1) there corresponds the table
ß0 ß1
Γ2(j1) = H0 j
2
1 ß0 ,
H1 ß1
Γ2(ι1) = H0 0
⊕ H1
. (3.41)
For contraction j1 = ι1 the table is the same as (3.41), and the structure of
contracted algebra is as follows:
u (2; ι1) = T2+⊃(H1 ⊕H2), T2 = {E±e1±e2}, (3.42)
where it is necessary to take either the upper, or the lower signs, i.e. either
(+,−), or (−,+). To algebra u (3; j1, j2) and to algebras obtained from the
latter using all possible contractions, there correspond the tables
Γ3(j) = H0 j
2
1 j
2
1j
2
2
H1 j
2
2
H2 ,
Γ3(ι1, j2) = H0 0 0
⊕ H1 j22
H2 ,
(3.43)
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Γ3(j1, ι2) = H0 j
2
1 0
H1 0
⊕ H2 ,
Γ3(ι1, ι2) = H0 0 0
⊕ H1 0
⊕ H2 ,
from which we can find the structure of contracted algebras
u (3; ι1, j2) = T4+⊃(H0 ⊕ u2(j2)), T4 = {E±e1∓e2 , E±e1∓e3},
u (3; j1, ι2) = T˜4+⊃(u2(j1)⊕H2), T˜4 = {E±e1∓e3 , E±e2∓e3},
u (3; ι1) = T6+⊃(H0 ⊕H1 ⊕H2), T6 = T4 ∪ T˜4. (3.44)
If only one parameter jk1 = ιk1 of algebra u (n+ 1; j) takes a dual value
(i.e. under one-dimensional contraction), then its structure is as follows:
u (n + 1; . . . , ιk1 , . . .) = Tk1+⊃(u(k1; j1, . . . , jk1−1)⊕
⊕ u (n − k1 + 1; jk1+1,...,jn)), (3.45)
where Abelian ideal Tk1 is spanned over generators, corresponding to the
zero cells of the table Γn+1(j)
Tk1 =
{
E±eµ∓eν , µ = 0, 1, . . . , k1 − 1,
ν = k1, k1 + 1, . . . , n} , (3.46)
and its dimension is 2k1(n − k1 + 1). Under two-dimensional contraction
jk1 = ιk1 , jk2 = ιk2 , k1 < k2 ideal T2 can be obtained as a union of ideals
Tk1 and Tk2 , i.e.
T2 = Tk1 ∪ Tk2 =
{
E±eµ∓eν , µ = 0, 1, . . . , k1 − 1,
ν = k1, k1 + 1, . . . , n µ = k1, k1 + 1, . . . , k2 − 1,
ν = k2, k2 + 1, . . . , n} (3.47)
and is nilpotent. Under multidimensional contraction jk1 = ιk1 , . . . , jkm =
= ιkm nilpotent T is as follows
T =
m⋃
p=1
Tkp =
{
E±eµ∓eν , µ = kp−1, kp−1 + 1, . . . , kp − 1,
ν = kp, kp + 1, . . . , n, k0 = 0, p = 1, 2, . . . ,m} . (3.48)
As in the case of orthogonal algebras, the structure of nilpotent ideal T
under multidimensional contractions is not fixed uniquely and determined
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by the partitions of zero parts of the table Γ(j) into blocks, arising under
different sequences of one-dimensional contractions, which lead to a given
multidimensional contraction. In general the structure of contracted unitary
algebra is described by following theorem [5].
Theorem 3.3 Let integer kp satisfy inequalities k0 = 0 < k1 < k2 <
< . . . < km < km+1 = n + 1, and let jk1 = ιk1 , . . . , jkm = ιkm . Then
the following Levi-Maltsev expansion takes place:
u (n + 1; j) = T+⊃M, (3.49)
where T is nilpotent radical (3.48); M is semisimple algebra
M =
m∑
p=0
⊕u (kp+1 − kp; jkp+1, . . . , jkp+1−1), (3.50)
where for kp+1 = kp + 1 algebra u (kp+1 − kp) = u (1) = Hkp.
In the case of maximal contraction, when all jk = ιk, algebraM coincides
with Cartan subalgebra h =
m∑
p=0
⊕Hp =M .
The matrices of special unitary algebra su (n+ 1; j) have zero trace; for
this reason its Cartan subalgebra h consists of matrices H˜ of the type (3.38)
with additional condition
n∑
k=0
hk = 0. As a basis in h we choose matrices
H˜k = Ak−1,k−1 − Akk, k = 1, 2, . . . , n, and the linear functions on h are
ek(H˜) = hk. Algebra su (n + 1; j) has the same system of roots ∆ and
generators are put in correspondence to the roots as in the case of algebra
u (n + 1; j), but the commutators, involving generators H˜k are somewhat
different: [
H˜k, Eek−ep
]
= −Eek−ep , p < k − 1,[
H˜k+1, Eek−ep
]
= Eenk−ep ,[
H˜k, Eek−ek−1
]
= −2Eek−ek−1 , (3.51)
[Eek−em , E−ek+em] =
( m∏
l=k+1
j2l
) m∑
r=k+1
H˜r, k < m.
The table Γ˜n+1(j) differs from the table Γn+1(j) for unitary algebras
in that to diagonal elements there correspond generators H˜k, i.e.
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(Γ˜n+1(j))kk = H˜k, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. To algebra su (2; j1) there corresponds
the table Γ˜2(j1) = H˜1 | j21 , and to contracted algebra su (2; ι1) = T2+⊃H˜0,
where T2 is given by (3.42), – the table Γ˜2(ι1) = H˜1 | 0 . To algebra
su (3; j1, j2) and algebras, derived from it by contractions, there correspond
the tables
ß0 ß1 ß2
Γ˜3(j) = H˜1 j
2
1 j
2
1j
2
2 ß0
H˜2 j
2
2 ß1
,
Γ˜3(ι1, j2) = H˜1 0 0
⊕ H˜2 j22
,
(3.52)
Γ˜3(j1, ι2) = H˜1 j
2
1 0
H˜2 0
,
Γ˜3(ι1, ι2) = H˜1 0 0
⊕ H˜2 0
,
using which it is possible to find the structure of algebras:
su (3; ι1, j2) = T4+⊃(H˜0 ⊕ su (2; j2)) = T4+⊃u (2; j2),
su (3; j1, ι2) = T˜4+⊃u (2; j1),
su (3; ι) = T6+⊃(H˜1 ⊕ H˜2), (3.53)
where ideals T are the same as in (3.44).
The first of the formulas (3.53) gives the same structure of algebra
su (3; ι1, j2) which is obtained from the commutators (see the formulas (23),
page 548 in [5]) for j1 = ι1, when taking into account the relation between
generators
Eeµ−eν = −
1
2
(Lµν + iQµν),
Eeν−eµ =
1
2
(Lµν − iQµν), (3.54)
H˜k = −iPk, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. (3.55)
In general the structure of contracted algebras su (n + 1; j) is described
by the following theorem [5].
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Theorem 3.4 Let integer kp satisfy the inequalities k0 = 0 < k1 <
< k2 < . . . < km < n + 1, and parameters take the values jk1 =
= ιk1 , . . . , jkm = ιkm . Then the following Levi-Maltsev expansion is valid:
su (n+ 1; j) = T+⊃M, (3.56)
where T is nilpotent radical (3.48); M is semisimple algebra
M =
m−1∑
p=0
⊕u (kp+1 − kp; jkp+1, . . . , jkp+1−1)⊕
⊕ su (n− km + 1; jkm+1, . . . , jn), (3.57)
where for kp+1 = kp + 1 algebra u (kp+1 − kp) = u (1) = H˜kp+1, and for
km = n su (1) = H˜n.
In the case of maximal contraction j = ι algebraM coincides with Cartan
subalgebra h =
n∑
p=1
⊕H˜p =M .
3.3 Structure of symplectic Cayley-Klein algebras
For symplectic algebras sp (n; j) Cartan subalgebra h consists of the diagonal
matrices
H =


h1
. . . 0
hn
−h1
0
. . .
−hn


, (3.58)
which do not depend on parameters j. Therefore, the root technique makes
possible to consider contractions over all parameters j too. The linear func-
tions on Cartan subalgebra are as follows: ek(H) = hk, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. As a
basis in h one chooses matrices Hk = Akk −Ak+n,k+n. The simple roots are
given by (3.7). The system of all roots is given by ∆ = {±ek ±±em , k 6=
m; k,m = 1, 2 . . . , n}∪{±2ek}, where the signs plus and minus are chosen
independently. To the roots there correspond generators
Eek−em =
( m∏
l=k+1
j2l
)
Akm −Am+n,k+n, E2ek = Ak,k+n,
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Eem−ek = Amk −
( m∏
l=k+1
j2l
)
Ak+n,m+n, E−2ek = Ak+n,k,
E−ek−em =
( m∏
l=k+1
j2l
)
Ak+n,m +Am+n,k,
Eek+em =
( m∏
l=k+1
j2l
)
Ak,m+n +Am,k+n, (3.59)
k < m, k,m = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Cartan-Weyl commutators (3.3) can be found using (2.18) and can be pre-
sented as follows (only non-zero commutators are written out):
[
Hk, E±em±ep
]
=
{ ±E±ek±ep , k = m,
±E±em±ek , k = p,
[Hk, E±2ek ] = ±2E±2ek ,
[Eek±em, E−ek∓em ] =
( max(k,m)∏
l=1+min(k,m)
j2l
)
(Hk ±Hm),
[E2ek , E−2ek ] = Hk, (3.60)
[Eek±em, E−ek±em ] = −2
( max(k,m)∏
l=1+min(k,m)
j2l
)
E±2em ,
[E−ek±em, E2ek ] = ±Eek±em , [Eek±em , E−2ek ] = ±E−ek±em,
[
Eek±em, E−ek±ep
]
=


−
(
min(m,p)∏
l=k+1
j2l
)
E±em±ep , k < m, k < p,
−
(
k∏
l=1+max(m,p)
j2l
)
E±em±ep , k > m, k > p,
−E±em±ep , m < k < p or p < k < m.
The signs ± of the generator in the first commutator are chosen as in ±em
for k = m or in ±ep for k = p. In the last commutator the sign minus of
the combination +em,−ep is changed for the sign plus.
The commutation relations (3.60) completely determine the structure of
symplectic algebras sp (n; j) under contractions, which can be conveniently
described, using the table Γn(j). To the diagonal elements of the table
(Γn(j))kk we put in correspondence the subalgebras Mk = {Hk, E±2ek},
k = 1, 2, . . . , n, which are isomorphic to the algebra sp (1) and do not de-
pend on the parameters j, because both generators Hk, E±2ek and their
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commutators [Hk, E±2ek ] = ±2E±2ek , [E2ek , E−2ek ] = Hk do not involve
the parameters j. To each element (Γn(j))km, k < m, k,m = 1, 2, . . . , n we
put in correspondence four generators E±ek±em and inscribe in this cell the
product
m∏
l=k+1
j2l .
For the one-dimensional contraction jk1 = ιk1 , 2 ≤ k1 ≤ n (the other
parameters jk = 1, i) we get
sp (n; . . . , ιk1 , . . .) = Tk1+⊃(sp (k1 − 1; j2, . . . , jk1−1)⊕
⊕ sp (n− k1 + 1; jk1+1, . . . , jn)), (3.61)
where Abelian ideal Tk1 is spanned over generators E±ek±em , corresponding
to zero cells of the table Γn(j), and subalgebras sp (k1−1) and sp (n−k1+1)
are spanned over generators, corresponding to non-zero cells i.e.
Tk1 = {E±ek±em , 1 ≤ k < k1, k1 ≤ m ≤ n},
sp (k1 − 1) = {Mr, 1 ≤ r < k1,
E±ek±em , 1 ≤ k < k1 − 1, 1 < m < k1, k < m} ,
sp (n− k1 + 1) = {Mr, k1 ≤ r ≤ n,
E±ep±es , k1 ≤ p < n, k1 < s ≤ n, p < s} . (3.62)
For two-dimensional contraction jk1 = ιk1 , jk2 = ιk2 , 2 ≤ k1 < k2 ≤ n of
symplectic algebra we get
sp (n; ιk1 , ιk2) = T2+⊃(sp (k1 − 1; j2, . . . , jk1−1)⊕
⊕ sp (k2 − k1; jk1+1, . . . , jk2−1)⊕
⊕ sp (n− k2 + 1; jk2+1, . . . , jn)), (3.63)
where T2 = Tk1 ∪ Tk2 is nilpotent ideal,
T2 = {E±ek±em , (1 ≤ k < k1, k1 ≤ m ≤ n),
(k1 ≤ k < k2, k2 ≤ m ≤ n)} , (3.64)
subalgebra sp (k1 − 1) and sp (n − k2 + 1) are described in (3.62) (in the
latter case k1 should be changed for k2) and rest subalgebra is spanned over
the following generators:
sp (k2 − k1) = {Mr, k1 ≤ r < k2,
E±ep±es , k1 ≤ p < k2 − 1, k1 < s < k2, p < s}. (3.65)
In general case of multidimensional contraction the structure of symplec-
tic algebras is described by the following theorem [7]:
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Theorem 3.5 Let parameters be jk1 = ιk1 , . . ., jkm = ιkm , where the in-
tegers kp satisfy the inequalities k0 = 1 < k1 < . . . < km < km+1 = n + 1.
Then the following Levi-Maltsev expansion is valid:
sp (n; j) = T+⊃M, (3.66)
where T is nilpotent radical,
T =
m⋃
p=1
Tkp =
{
E±eµ±eν , kp−1 ≤ µ < kp ≤ ν ≤ n, µ < ν,
p = 1, 2, . . . ,m } , (3.67)
and M is semisimple algebra
M =
m∑
p=0
⊕sp (kp+1 − kp; jkp+1, . . . , jkp+1−1), (3.68)
where for kp+1 = kp + 1 the algebras sp (kp+1 − kp) =Mkp.
For contraction of maximal dimension j = ι we get algebra M =
n∑
k=1
⊕Mk.
4 Representation of Cayley-Klein categories:
terminology and examples
In the next Sections of the work, we follow the program of categorification
and categorical extension developed in [13, 14] and apply it to the problem of
categorification of the representation theory of Cayley-Klein groups [15, 16].
To define a category CKK we require the following data:
(a) a set Ob(CKK) of elements called the objects of the category CKK;
(b) for any two objects V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKK) a set MorCKK(V (j),W (j))
is defined, called the morphisms from V (j) to W (j) (when it is clear what
the category in question is, we omit the index CKK and merely write
Mor(V (j),W (j)));
(c) for any P in Mor(V (j), V ′(j)) and Q in Mor(V ′(j), V ′′(j)) their prod-
uct QP is defined in Mor(V (j), V ′′(j)).
The product must be associative: for any P in Mor(V (j), V ′(j)), Q in
Mor(V ′(j), V ′′(j)), and R in Mor(V ′′(j), V ′′′(j)), the formula
R(QP ) = (RQ)P holds;
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(d) it is usually assumed that the set Mor(V (j), V (j)) contains an element
1V (j) called the identity such that, for any P ∈ Mor(Y, (j)V (j)), we have
P · 1V (j) = P and, for any Q ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)), we have 1V (j) ·Q = Q.
The Cayley-Klein category CKGD. The objects of the category CKGD
are the even-dimensional complex linear spaces V (j) endowed with a non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear form {·, ·}V (j).
Let V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKGD). We introduce in V (j)⊕W (j) the bilinear
form
{(v,w), (v′ , w′)}V (j)⊕W (j) = {v, v′}V (j) − {w,w′}W (j). (4.1)
The morphisms from V (j) to W (j) in the category CKGD are of two types:
(a) maximal isotropic subspaces of V (j)⊕W (j);
(b) the formal element nullV (j),W (j), more usually denoted simply by null.
We emphasize that this element does not correspond to any subspace
of V (j)⊕W (j).
Next we need to define the product QP of morphisms P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j))
and Q ∈ Mor(W (j), Y (j)). First, the product of null and any other mor-
phism is equal null, that is,
nullW (j),Y (j) · P = nullV (j),Y (j), Q · nullV (j),W (j) = nullV (j),Y (j)
for any P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)) and Q ∈ Mor(W (j), Y (j)). Now let P and Q
be linear relations. If
ker(Q) ∩ IndefP = 0, (4.2)
then Q and P are multiplied as linear relations. If, on the other hand, (4.2)
does not hold, then QP = nullV (j),Y (j).
The Cayley-Klein category CKGA. The objects of CKGA are the finite-
dimensional complex linear Cayley-Klein spaces.
The morphisms MorCKGA(V (j),W (j)) consist of all possible linear relations
V (j) ⇒ W (j), together with the formal element null = nullV (j),W (j), which
is not identified with any linear relation. Let P ∈ MorCKGA(V (j),W (j))
and Q ∈ MorCKGA(W (j), Y (j)).
We define their product QP ∈ MorCKGA(V (j), Y (j)) by the following rule:
(a) the product of null with any morphism is null:
nullW (j),Y (j) · P = nullV (j),Y (j), Q · nullV (j),W (j) = nullV (j),Y (j);
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(b) if P 6= null and Q 6= null, and
ker Q ∩ Indef P = 0, (4.3)
imP +D(Q) =W, (4.4)
then Q and P are multiplied as linear relations. Otherwise, QP = null.
We introduce a topology on Mor(V (j),W (j)) as follows.
The set Mor(V (j),W (j))\null is endowed with the topology of the dis-
connected union of (dimV (j) + dimW (j)) Grassmannians and the mor-
phism nullV (j),W (j) is contained in just one open set, namely the whole of
Mor(V (j),W (j)).
Proposition 4.1 (a) Let P ∈ MorCKGA(V (j),W (j)) and
Q ∈ MorCKGA(W (j), Y (j)), and suppose that QP 6= null. Then
dim QP = dim P + dim Q− dim W. (4.5)
(b) Multiplication of morphisms is a jointly continuous operation.
Proof
(a) Let H = V (j) ⊕W (j) ⊕W (j) ⊕ Y (j), and let Z be the subspace of
vectors of the form (v,w,w, y). We define the subspace T = P ⊕ Q as the
set of all vectors of the form (v,w,w′, y), where (v,w) ∈ Q and (w′, y) ∈ P .
In view of (4.4) we have T + Z = H. Thus T ∩ Z has dimension
dim Z + dim T − dim H = dim P + dim Q− dim W.
Next we denote the projection of H onto V (j)⊕Y (j) along W (j)⊕W (j)
by π. Then, as is easily seen, π(T ∩ Z) is the product QP . Furthermore, π
is injective on T ∩Z. In fact, π(v,w,w′, y) = 0 implies that v = 0 and y = 0,
while (v,w,w′, y) ∈ Z implies that w = w′. Finally, (0, w,w, 0) ∈ T implies
that w lies in ker ∩ Indef P , which, by virtue of (4.3), consists merely of the
origin. This completes the proof of assertion (a). Assertion (b) is proved in
similar fashion. ✷
Duality. We denote by V ′(j) the dual of V (j), that is, the space of linear
functionals on V (j). Let P ∈ MorCKGA(V (j),W (j)). The dual morphism
P ′ ∈ MorCKGA(V ′(j),W ′(j)) is constructed in terms of P as follows. If P
is a non-null element, then by definition, P ′ consists of all pairs (f ′, g′) ∈
V ′(j) ⊕ W ′(j) such that f(v) = f(w) for all (v,w) ∈ P . Also, we set
nullV (j),W (j) = nullV ′(j),W ′(j).
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The dual morphisms are described slightly differently. Thus, consider
the subspace P 0 of V (j)⊕W (j) consisting of all vectors of the form (v,−w),
where (v,w) ∈ P . Then P ′ ⊂ (V (j)⊕W (j))′ = V ′(j)⊕W ′(j) is the same as
the annihilator of the subspace P 0 of V (j)⊕W (j).
We denote by AnnQ ⊂ H ′ the annihilator of the subspace Q ⊂ H.
Lemma 4.1 Let P : V (j) ⇒ W (j) and Q : W (j) ⇒ Y (j) be morphisms of
the Cayley-Klein category CKGA. Then
(a) (P ′)′ = P ;
(b) dim P ′ + dim P = dim V (j) + dim W (j);
(c) ker P ′ = AnnD(P ), D(P ′) = Ann ker P , Indef P ′ = Ann imP , and
imP ′ = Ann Indef P ;
(d) Q′P ′ = null in the category CKGA if and only if QP = null in the
category CKGA;
(e) (QP )′ = Q′P ′.
Proof (a) AnnAnnT = T .
(b) and (c) are simple exercises in linear algebra.
(d) Conditions (4.3) and (4.4) change places on passing to the dual mor-
phism.
(e) Let Q,P , and QP be non-null morphisms. Let (f ′′, f) ∈ Q′P ′. Then
there exists f ′ ∈W ′(j) such that (f ′′, f ′) ∈ Q′ and (f ′, f) ∈ P ′. Let (y, v) be
an arbitrary element of QP . Then there exists w ∈W such that (y,w) ∈ Q
and (v,w) ∈ P . Then f ′′(y) = f ′(w) = f(v) by definition of the dual mor-
phism. Thus (f ′′, f ′) belongs to (QP )′, and hence Q′P ′ ⊂ (QP )′. On the
other hand, the dimensions of Q′P ′ and (QP )′ are the same (see Proposi-
tion 4.1). This completes the proof. ✷
Lemma 4.2 Multiplication of morphisms of the category CKGA is associa-
tive.
Proof
Let P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)), Q ∈ Mor(W (j), Y (j)), R ∈ Mor(Y (j), Z(j)), and
suppose that R(QP ) = null. This means that one of the following four
conditions holds:
(1) ker Q ∩ Indef P 6= O,
(2) ker R ∩ Indef (QP ) = 0,
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(3) imP +D(Q) 6=W ,
(4) D(R) + imQP 6= Y .
Suppose first that (1) holds. Clearly ker(RQ) ⊃ kerQ, and therefore we
have Indef P ∩ ker(RQ) 6= 0. Hence (RQ)R = null.
Suppose next that (2) holds. Then y ∈ Indef(QP ) ∩ kerR contains a
non-zero vector. Take w ∈ W such that (0, w) ∈ P and (w, y) ∈ Q. Then
(y, 0) ∈ R, which implies that w ∈ IndefP ∩ ker(RQ). Hence (RQ)P = null.
The cases (3) and (4) reduce to (1) and (2) by going over to the dual
morphisms. ✷
Proposition 4.2 The definition of the Cayley-Klein category CKGD is
correct.
ProofWe have just verified associativity. Suppose that P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)),
Q ∈Mor(W (j), Y (j)) and QP 6= null. Then, by Proposition 4.1,
dim QP =
1
2
(dim V (j) + dim W (j)) .
Hence the isotropic subspace QP has maximum possible dimension. ✷
Let CKOp be the category of linear Cayley-Klein spaces and operators.
The objects of the category CKOp are the finite-dimensional linear Cayley–
Klein spaces, and the morphisms are the linear operators.
A covariant functor (F, φ) from a category CKK to a category CKOp
is determined by the following data:
(i) a map F : Ob(CKK)→ Ob(CKOp);
(ii) the collection of maps
φV (j),W (j) : Mor(V (j),W (j))→ Mor(F (V (j)), F (W (j)))
is defined for all V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKK), and these maps must satisfy the
condition that
φV (j),Y (j)(PQ) = φW (j),Y (j)(P )φV (j),W (j)(Q), φ(1V (j)) = 1F (V (j)).
Similarly, by a contravariant functor from a category CKK to a category
CKOp, we mean a map F : Ob(CKK) → Ob(CKOp) and a collection of
maps
φV (j),W (j) : Mor(V (j),W (j))→ Mor(F (W (j)), F (V (j))),
defined for all V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(Ob(CKK), such that
φV (j),Y (j)(PQ) = φV (j),W (j)(Q)φW (j),Y (j)(P ).
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By a representation of a Cayley-Klein category CKK we mean a covariant
functor (T, τ) from CKK to the category CKOp. In other words, we as-
sociate with each V (j) ∈ Ob(CKK) a linear space T (V (j)), and with each
morphism P : V (j) → W (j) an operator τ(P ) from T (V (j)) to T (W (j)),
such that for each triple (V (j),W (j), Y (j)) ∈ Ob(CKK), and for each P ∈
Mor(V (j),W (j)) and Q ∈ Mor(W (j), Y (j)) we have
τ(QP ) = τ(Q)τ(P ). (4.6)
Contravariant functor from CKK to CKOp gives antirepresentation.
Topological Cayley-Klein categories. Let CKK be a category, and sup-
pose that a topology is introduced on each set Mor(V (j),W (j)). Then
CKK is called a topological category if for any objects V (j),W (j), Y (j)
and any P0 ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)), and any Q0 ∈ Mor(W (j), Y (j)) the maps
Q 7→ QP0 from Mor(W (j), Y (j)) to Mor(Y (j), Y (j)) and P 7→ Q0P from
Mor(V (j),W (j)) to Mor(V (j), Y (j)) are continuous. We emphasize that we
only require separate continuity for multiplication of morphisms.
Representations of topological categories must, of course, satisfy cer-
tain continuity requirements. Let (R, ρ) be a representation of the category
CKK. We require that all the spaces R(V (j)) be complete locally convex
spaces and that all the operators ρ(L) be bounded. We denote by B(H1,H2)
the set of all bounded operators from H1 to H2. The functions Q 7→ ρ(Q)
from Mor(V (j),W (j)) to B(R(V (j)), R(W (j))) must be continuous. An am-
biguity can arise here: there exist several natural topologies on the set
B(R(V (j)), R(W (j))). We shall always assume that B(R(V (j)), R(W (j)))
is endowed with the weak topology (that is, the topology in which for each
h ∈ R(V (j)) and each continuous linear functional l on R(W (j)) the function
φh,l(Q) = l(Qh)
is continuous). In other words, we require continuity of all the “matrix
elements”
mh,l(P ) = l(ρ(P )h)
of the representation (R, ρ).
Next we define continuity of the projective representation (R, ρ). We
consider the quotient spaces B(R(V (j)), R(W (j)))/C∗ (we identify the op-
erators A and λA, where λ ⊂ C∗) endowed with the natural quotient topol-
ogy which, incidentally, is not Hausdorff. All the functions Q 7→ ρ(Q) from
Mor(V (j),W (j)) to B(R(V (j)), R(W (j))) must be continuous.
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Subrepresentations. Let (T, τ) be a representation of the category CKK.
Suppose that a closed subspace A(V (j)) is chosen in each space T (V (j))
such that τ(P )A(V (j)) lies in A(W (j)) for any V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKK) and
P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)). Then we obtain the following representation of the
category CKK: associated with each object V (j) is the space A(V (j)), and
with each morphism P : V (j) → W (j) the restriction a(P ) of the operator
τ(P ) to A(V (j)). In this case we say that (A, a) is a subrepresentation of
the representation (T, τ).
A representation (T, τ) is said to be irreducible if it has no subrepresen-
tations other than itself and the zero representation.
Let (T, τ) be a representation of CKK, and let S be a subset of some
space T (V (j)). Let A(W (j)) be the closed linear span of the set of all
vectors of the form τ(P )h, where P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)) and h ∈ S. Then
it is not difficult to see that the collection of subspaces A(W (j)) gives a
subrepresentation of (T, τ).
This subrepresentation is called the cyclic span of the set S.
Let (T, τ) be a representation of the category CKK. Then the operators
τ(P ) of the semigroup End(V (j)) and also of the group Aut(V (j)) act in
each space T (V (j)). These representations of End(V (j)) and Aut(V (j)) are
said to be representations subordinated to the given representation.
Lemma 4.3 Let (T, τ) be an irreducible representation. Then all the subor-
dinated representations of the semigroups End(V (j)) are irreducible.
Proof
Suppose that T (V (j)) contains an End(V (j))-invariant subrepresentation
A. Then the cyclic span of A is a non-trivial subrepresentation of T . ✷
We note that the converse is false in general. It is, however, true for
ordered Cayley-Klein categories (see Subsection 5.3).
Direct sums. Let (T, τ) be a representation of the category CKK, let A1, A2
be subrepresentations of (T, τ) and suppose that
T (V (j)) = A1(V (j))⊕A2(V (j))
for any V (j) ∈ Ob(CKK). Then we say that (T, τ) is the direct sum of the
subrepresentations A1, A2.
We say that (T, τ) is decomposible if (T, τ) decomposes into a direct sum
of subrepresentations A1, A2, . . . . Incidentally, even in the finite-dimensional
case, (that is, in the case when all the T (V (j)) are finite-dimensional) the
number of these Aj can be infinite (if for any V (j) only finitely many spaces
Aj(V (j)) differ from 0).
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Finally, if we are given a family of linear representations (Ti, τi) of a
family CKK, then their exterior direct sum (S, σ) is defined: the spaces
S(V (j)) of the representation are
⊕
T (Vi(j)), and the operators σ(S(P ))
are
⊕
τi(P ).
A representation is said to be completely reducible if it decomposes into
a direct sum of irreducible representations.
Intertwining transformations. Let (T, τ) and (T ′, τ ′) be two representations
of a category CKK. Then by an intertwining transformation A : (T, τ) →
(T ′, τ ′) we mean a collection of bounded operators A(V (j)) : T (V (j)) →
T ′(V (j)) such that for all V1(j), V2(j) ∈ Ob(CKK) and P ∈Mor(V1(j), V2(j))
the diagram
T (V1(j))
τ(P )−−−→ T (V2(j))
A(V1(j))
y yA(V2(j))
T ′(V1(j))
τ ′(P )−−−→ T ′(V2(j))
commutes (that is, τ ′(P )A(V1(j)) = A(V2(j))τ(P )). If we are dealing with
projective representations then we require that both τ ′(P )A(V1(j)) and
A(V2(j))τ(P ) should coincide to within multiplication by a constant.
Let (T, τ) and (T ′, τ ′) be representations of the category CKK. Suppose
further that A : (T, τ) → (T ′, τ ′) and B : (T ′, τ ′) → (T, τ) are intertwining
transformations such that A(V (j))B(V (j)) = E, and B(V (j))A(V (j)) = E
for all V (j). Then we say that (T, τ) and (T ′, τ ′) are equivalent representa-
tions.
It should be noted that our definition of equivalence is valid only in the
case of finite-dimensional representations and ∗-representations (see below);
it does not work in the general case.
∗-representations. Suppose that for any V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKK) we are
given a map s : P 7→ P ∗ from Mor(V (j),W (j)) to Mor(W (j), V (j)). Then
we call s an involution if the following identities hold:
P ∗∗ = P, (PQ)∗ = Q∗P ∗. (4.7)
Let (T, τ) be a representation of the category CKK. Then we say that
(T, τ) is a ∗-representation if the T (V (j)) are Hilbert spaces and for each
P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j))
τ(P )∗ = τ(P ∗).
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Lemma 4.4 Let (T, τ) be a ∗-representation of the category CKK, and let
A be a subrepresentation of it. We choose in each T (V (j)) the orthocom-
plement of A(V (j)) which we denote by B(V (j)). Then B(V (j)) is also a
subrepresentation.
Proof Let v ∈ B(V (j)). For each P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)) and each w ∈
A(W (j)) we have
〈Pv,w〉W (j) = 〈v, P ∗w〉V (j) = 0,
since P ∗w ∈ A(V (j)). Hence Pv ∈ B(W (j)). ✷
We call an element P ∈ AutCKK(V (j)) unitary if P is invertible and
P ∗ = P−1 (in other words, P ∗P = PP ∗ = E). We denote the set of all uni-
tary elements of AutCKK(V (j)) by Aut
∗
CKK(V (j)). Clearly Aut
∗
CKK(V (j))
is a subgroup of AutCKK(V (j)). Let τ be a linear ∗-representation of
the category CKK. Then the subordinated representation of the group
Aut∗CKK(V (j)) is clearly unitary.
Lemma 4.5 Let τ be a projective ∗-representation of the category CKK.
Then, for any P ∈ Aut∗CKK(V (j)), the operator τ(P ) is unitary to within
multiplication by a constant.
Proof In fact,
τ(P )∗τ(P ) = λτ(P ∗P ) = λτ(1V ) = λE,
τ(P )τ(P ∗) = µτ(PP ∗) = µτ(1V ) = µE
for some λ, µ ∈ C. We then observe that τ(P )∗τ(P ) and τ(P )τ(P ∗) are
positive self-adjoint operators, from which it follows that λ > 0 and µ > 0.
But
λτ(P ) = τ(P )(τ(P )∗τ(P )) = (τ(P )τ(P ∗))τ(P ) = µτ(P ).
Consequently λ = µ, and therefore the operator λ−1/2τ(P ) is unitary. ✷
Tensor products. Let (T, τ) and (T ′, τ ′) be finite-dimensional representations
or ∗-representations of the category CKK. We define their tensor product
(T ⊗ T ′, τ ⊗ τ ′)
as follows. The spaces (T ⊗ T ′)(V (j)) are T (V (j))⊗ T ′(V (j)), and
(τ ⊗ τ ′)(P ) : T (V (j)) ⊗ T ′(V (j))→ T (W (j))⊗ T ′(W (j))
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are τ(P )⊗τ ′(P ). We then define the kth exterior power of the representation
(T, τ) by setting
(ΛkT )(V (j)) := Λk(T (V (j))), (Λkτ)(P ) := Λkτ(P ).
The kth symmetric power of a representation is defined similarly.
Equivalence of categories. Let CKK and CKL be two categories. It might
appear that we should define an isomorphism by requiring that there exist
a bijection H : Ob(CKK)↔ Ob(CKL) and a family of bijections
hV (j),W (j) : MorCKK(V (j),W (j))↔ MorCKL(H(L(j)),H(W (j)))
such that
hW (j),Y (j)(Q)hV (j),W (j)(P ) = hV (j),Y (j)(QP )
for all Q ∈ MorCKK(W (j), Y (j)) and P ∈ MorCKK(V (j),W (j)). Unfortu-
nately, this definition is inadequate, as the following example shows.
Example 4.1 Let CKK be a category of finite-dimensional complex Cayley-
Klein spaces and linear operators. Let L be the category whose objects are
the natural numbers and whose morphisms m→ n are m×n matrices. Then
CKK and L are not isomorphic because there is no bijection Ob(CKK) ↔
Ob(L).
Let CKK be a category. We say that V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKK) are
isomorphic if there exists a pair of isomorphisms P : V (j) → W (j) and
Q : W (j) → V (j) such that PQ = 1 and QP = 1. We form a re-
duced category CKK′ as follows. We choose one object from each isomor-
phism class of objects of CKK. This will be our set Ob(CKK′). The sets
MorCKK′(V (j), Y (j)) are the same as MorCKK(V (j), Y (j)).
Two categories CKK and CKL are called equivalent if their reduced
categories are isomorphic.
Example 4.2 The categories CKK and L in Example 4.1 are equivalent.
Subcategories. We say that a category CKL is a subcategory of CKK if
Ob(CKL) ⊂ Ob(CKK) and MorCKL(V (j),W (j)) ⊂ MorCKK(V (j),W (j))
for any V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKL).
Quotient representations. Let (T, τ) be a representation of the category
CKK. Let (A,α) be a subrepresentation of it. Then we define the quotient
representation
(S, σ) = (T, τ)/(A,α)
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as follows. The spaces S(V (j)) are T (V (j))/A(V (j)), and the operators
σ(P ) : T (V (j))/A(V (j))→ T (W (j))/A(W (j))
are the natural quotient maps induced by the map τ(P ) : T (V (j)) →
T (W (j)).
Example 4.3 (See [17])
The functor Spin. Let V (j) ∈ Ob(CKGD) with dimV (j) = 2n. We
decompose V (j) into a direct sum V (j) = V+(j)⊕V−(j) of maximal isotropic
subspaces.
Next, we choose bases {e+1 (V (j)), . . . , e+n (V (j))} and {e−1 (V (j)), . . . , e−n (V (j))}
in V+(j) ⊕ V−(j) such that, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, {e+i (V (j)), e+j (V (j))} =
{e−i (V (j)), e−j (V (j))} = 0, {e+i (V (j)), e−j (V (j))} = δij. We denote the coor-
dinates of the vector v ∈ V in this basis by (v+1 , . . . , v+n ; v−1 , . . . , v−n ).
Thus V (j) is identified with the coordinate space V2n(j). Similarly, the
bilinear forms in V (j) and V2n(j) are identified. We associate with each
object V (j) in CKGD the subspace Spin(V (j)) := Λ(V+(j)), that is, the
exterior algebra on V+(j) (or the Grassmann algebra on Λn).
Example 4.4 (See [17])
Projective representation of the category CKGD.
(a) Let P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)) be a non-null morphism. Then there exists a
non-zero operator Spin(P ) : Λ(V+(j))→ Λ(W+(j)) such that
aˆ(ω)Spin(P ) = Spin(P )aˆ(v) (4.8)
for all (v, ω) ∈ P . Further, Spin(P ) is unique to within proportionality.
(b) Let P ∈ Mor(V (j),W (j)) and Q ∈ Mor(W (j), Y (j)) be non-null mor-
phisms. Then, in the case where QP 6= null, we have
Spin(Q)Spin(P ) = λ(P,Q)Spin(QP ), (4.9)
where λ(P,Q) ∈ C∗.
If, on the other hand, QP = null, then Spin(Q)Spin(P ) = 0. Thus the map
P → Spin(P ), null→ 0 is a projective representation of the category CKGD.
Example 4.5 (See [17])
Fundamental representation of the category CKGA. First we construct
a functor (M,µ) from the category CKGA to the category CKGD. Let
V (j) ∈ Ob(CKGA). We set M(V (j)) = V (j) ⊕ V ′(j) and endow M(V (j))
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with the symmetric bilinear form {(v1, f1), (v2, f2)} = f1(v2) + f2(v1), so
that M(V (j)) is an object of the category CKGD.
Let P ∈ MorCKGA(V (j),W (j))|null. We set
µ(P ) := P ⊕ P ′ ⊂ (V (j)⊕W (j))⊕ (V ′(j)⊕W ′(j))′′. (4.10)
Finally we set µ(null) = null.
The composition of the functor Spin and the functor M gives us a pro-
jective representation (Λ, λ) of the category CKGA. This representation is
called the fundamental representation of the category CKGA.
5 Representations of complex classical
Cayley-Klein categories
5.1 The complex classical Cayley-Klein categories
CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD
The category CKA has the linear spaces as its objects, and the linear op-
erators defined to within multiplication by a non-zero constants as its mor-
phisms.
An object of category CKB is an odd-dimensional complex linear space
V (j) endowed with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form {·, ·}V (j). Let
V (j),W (j) be objects of the category CKB. We introduce in V (j) ⊕W (j)
the symmetric bilinear form
{(v,w), (v′ , w′)}V (j)⊕W (j) = {v, v′}V (j) − {w,w′}W (j). (5.1)
The set MorCKB(V (j),W (j)) consists of null and the maximal isotropic sub-
spaces of V (j) ⊕W (j). The morphisms are multiplied in the same way as
in the category CKGA. The verification that this multiplication is well
defined is done in the same way as for the category CKGD; it is based on
Proposition 4.1.
An object of the category CKC is a finite-dimensional complex linear
space V (j) endowed with a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form
{·, ·}V (j). If V (j),W (j) are objects in the category CKC, then we introduce
in V (j)⊕W (j) the skew-symmetric bilinear form defined by (5.1). The set
MorCKC(V (j),W (j)) consists of null and all maximal isotropic subspaces
of V (j) ⊕W (j). The morphisms are multiplied in the same way as in the
category CKGA.
The automorphism groups of an object V (j) for the above categories
CKA,CKB,CKC, are GL(V (j)), O(V (j)), and Sp(V (j)), respectively.
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The next category in the list might have been the category CKGD re-
lated to the series of groups O(2n; j,C). However we prefer the category
CKD, which is close to it and is related to the groups SO(2n; j,C).
The category CKD. Let Y (j) be a complex even-dimensional space
endowed with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. We denote by
Gr(Y (j)) the Grassmannian of all maximal isotropic subspaces of Y (j).
Lemma 5.1 The set Gr(Y (j)) has two connected components. Two sub-
spaces H1,H2 ∈ Gr(Y (j)) lie in the same connected component if and only
if the codimension of H1 ∩H2 in H1 and H2 is even.
Proof ByWitt’s theorem [18] the space Gr(Y (j)) isO(2n; j,C)-homogeneous.
The stabiliser of a point is isomorphic to GL(n; j,C) and is therefore con-
nected. Hence Gr(Y (j)) has two connected components. Let V (j) be a fixed
member of Gr(Y (j)), and let W (j) ∈ Gr(Y (j)). We choose a basis e1, . . . , es,
f1, . . . , fk, f
′
1, . . . , f
′
k, g1, . . . , gs in Y (j) such that
{ei, gj} = δij , {fi, f ′j} = δij ,
{ei, ej} = {ei, fj} = {ei, f ′j} = {gi, fj} = {gi, f ′j} = {gi, gj} = 0,
ei ∈ V (j) ∩W (j), fj ∈ V (j), fj ∈W (j), gi /∈ V (j), gi /∈W (j).
Suppose that k is even. We construct a curve V (t; j) in Gr(Y (j)) joining
V (j) and W (j) (0 ≤ t ≤ 1). By definition, the space V (t; j) is spanned by
vectors of the form
ei, t (f2j−1 ± f2j) + (1− t)
(
f ′2j−1 ∓ f ′2j
)
. (5.2)
Suppose that k is odd. We construct a curve V˜ (t; j) in Gr(Y (j)) such that the
space V (t; j) is spanned by vectors of the form (5.2) and also f ′k. It is clear
that V (0) = W and V (1) is spanned by the vectors e1, . . . , es, f1, . . . , fk−1,
f ′k, so that V (1)∩V has codimension 1 in V . Let L be the set of all subspaces
of V (j) of codimension 1, and let M be the set of all W (j) ∈ Gr(Y (j)) such
that W (j) ∩ V (j) ∈ L. The map φ : W (j) 7→ W (j) ∩ V (j) from M to L is
a continuous bijection (φ−1(H) ≃ H⊥). But L is connected, which means
that M is connected and hence the set of al Q ∈ Gr(Y (j)) such that Q ∩ V
has odd codimension in V (j) is also connected. ✷
An object ot the category CKD is an object V (j) of the category CKGD
in which one of the connected components Gr+(V (j)) of the set Gr(V (j)) =
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MorCKGD(0, V (j))\null is fixed. Let V (j),W (j) be objects in CKD. Let
W+(j) ∈ Gr+(W (j)), V+(j) ∈ Gr+(V (j)), and let W−(j) ∈ Gr(W (j)) be a
complement of W+(j) with respect to W (j). (Note that W−(j) is either con-
tained or is not contained in Gr+(W (j)) depending on whether the number
1
2 dimW (j) is even or odd.) The set MorCKD(V (j),W (j)) consists of null and
the connected component of MorCKGD(V (j),W (j))\null = Gr(V (j)⊕W (j))
containing V+(j) ⊕W−(j). The morphisms are multiplied in the same way
as in the category CKGD.
Lemma 5.2 Multiplication of morphisms is well defined in the sense that
if P ∈ MorCKD(V (j),W (j)) and Q ∈ MorCKD(W (j), Y (j)), then QP ∈
MorCKD(V (j), Y (j)).
Proof From continuity considerations it suffices to verify that for some P0 in
MorCKD(V (j),W (j)) and Q0 in MorCKD(W (j), Y (j)) such that Q0P0 6= null,
the product Q0P0 belongs to MorCKD(V (j), Y (j)). For P0 and Q0 we can
take V+(j)⊕W−(j) and W+(j)⊕ Y−(j) (V±(j) and Y±(j) are defined in the
same way as W±(j)). ✷
It it easy to see that the group AutCKD(V (j)) is the same as SO(V (j))
(in fact, SO(V (j)) must be entirely contained in one of the two components
of the manifold MorCKGD(V (j), V (j))\null; furthermore, it is easy to see
that identity element of the group lies in MorCKD(V (j), V (j))\null).
5.2 Classification theorems
Theorem 5.1 (a) The holomorphic projective representations of the cate-
gories CKA, CKB, CKC, CKD, CKGD are completely reducible.
(b) The irreducible holomorphic representations of the categories CKA,
CKB, CKC, CKD are numbered in accordance with the following diagram
A:
a1 a2 a3 a4
B:
a1 a2 a3 a4
C:
a1 a2 a3 a4
D:
a−
a+
a3 a4
where the aj are non-negative numbers of which only finitely many ore non-
zero. Let aα be the rightmost non-zero label. If n < α − 1, then the corre-
sponding subordinate representation of the group Gn(j) = An(j), Bn(j), Cn(j),
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Dn(j) is zero-dimensional. If, on the other hand, n ≥ α − 1, then the
subordinate representation Gn(j) is irreducible and has the numerical labels
(. . . , an−1, An) on the corresponding Dynkin diagram.
Below we shall give an explicit construction for all the representations of the
categories CKA, CKB, CKC, CKD. The verification of the correctness of
these constructions and the proof of Theorem 5.1 is deferred until Subsection
5.3.
It should be noted that the holomorphic projective representations of
the category CKA are linearisable. This will be clear from the explicit
construction.
We note also that it can be shown that the irreducible holomorphic
projective representations of the category CKGD are numbered by diagrams
of the form
a−
a+
a3 a4
(5.2a)
where the aα are non-negative integers of which only finitely many are non-
zero and interchanging a+ and a− does not change the representation. If
a+ = a−, then the restriction of this representation to the category CKD is
irreducible and has the numerical labels (5.2a). If a+ 6= a−, then the restric-
tion to CKD decomposes into a sum of two representations with numerical
labels
a−
a+
a3 a4
a+
a−
a3 a4
The fundamental representations. Let CKK be one of the categories CKA,
CKB, CKC, CKD. We denote by (ΠCKKα , π
CKK
α ) the irreducible represen-
tation of CKK for which the numerical label aα is equal to 1 and the other
labels are all zero.
Strictly speaking, while the classification theorem remains unproved us
do not have the right to talk about numerical labels of irreducible rep-
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resentations. Therefore for the moment, by a fundamental representation
(ΠCKKα , π
CKK
α ) we mean a representation of the category CKK whose sub-
ordinate representations are fundamental representations πα of the groups
Kn(j) = An(j), Bn(j), Cn(j),Dn(j) (for n > a− 1). We now construct these
representations.
Thus we consider the spinor representation (Spin, spin) of the cate-
gory CKGD (see Example 4.4) and restrict it to the category CKD. If
P ∈ MorCKD(V (j),W (j)), then the kernel operator spin(P ) is an even func-
tion (see Example 4.4), therefore spin(P ) takes even functions in Λ(V+(j)) to
even functions in Λ(W+(j)), and odd functions to odd functions. The repre-
sentations (ΠCKK+ , π
CKK
+ ) and (Π
CKK
− , π
CKK
− ) are subrepresentations in the
restriction of (Spin, spin) to CKD consisting of the even and odd functions
respectively.
Next, we embed the category CKB in the category CKGD. Let V (j) ∈
Ob(CKGD), and let L(j) be an one-dimensional complex space endowed
with a non-zero bilinear form. Then V (j)⊕L(j) ∈ Ob(CKGD). Suppose fur-
ther that P is a member of MorCKGD(V (j),W (j))\null. We define the sub-
space Q ⊂ (V ⊕L)⊕(W⊕L) as the set of all vectors of the form ((v, l), (w, l)),
where (v,w) ∈ P and l ∈ L. Then Q = Q(P ) ∈ MorCKGD(V (j),W (j)). The
restriction of (Spin, spin) to CKB decomposes into a sum of two equiva-
lent representations of the form (ΠCKB1 , π
CKB
1 ), one of which is realized in
even functions, and the other in odd functions. (A more explicit and more
interesting construction of the representation (ΠCKB1 , π
CKB
1 ) is given below.)
Let V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKGA) and let P ⊂ V (j) ⊕W (j) be a non-zero
morphism of the category CKGA with dimP = s. We see that the operator
Λ(P ) takes the subspace ΛkV (j) ⊂ Λ(V (j)) to Λk−dim(V (j))+s(W (j)). We
restrict the representation (Λ, λ) to the category CKK = CKB,CKC,CKD.
Let V (j),W (j) ∈ Ob(CKK), and let P ∈ MorCKK(V (j),W (j))\null. Then
dimP =
1
2
(dimV (j) + dimW (j)).
Thus the restriction of (Λ, λ) to CKK decomposes into a countable direct
sum
(Λ, λ)|CKK =
+∞⊕
j=−∞
(
LCKKj , lj
)
,
where
LCKKj (V (j)) = Λ
[ 1
2
dimV (j)]−j+1(V (j)).
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It is easy to see that:
1. (ΠCKBj , π
CKB
j ) = (L
CKB
j , lj) for j ≥ 2;
2. (ΠCKDj , π
CKD
j ) = (L
CKD
j , lj) for j ≥ 3;
3. (ΠCKCj , π
CKC
j ) is the factor representation (L
CKC
j , lj)/Q(L
CKC
j+2 , lj+2),
where Q is the embedding of the representation (LCKCj+2 , lj+2 in (L
CKC
j , lj),
described as follows. We denote by q an element of Λ2V (j) which is invariant
with respect to Sp(V (j)). Then Qf := qf .
Finally, the representation (ΠCKA1 , π
CKA
1 ) is the self-representation of
the category CKA and(
ΠCKAj , π
CKA
j
)
= Λj
(
ΠCKA1 , π
CKA
1
)
.
Construction of the remaining representations.
Let CKK = CKA,CKB,CKC, or CKD. We now construct an irre-
ducible representation T = (T, r) of the category CKK with set of numerical
labels {aα}. For this we consider the tensor product
(S, σ) :=
⊗
α
(
ΠCKKα , π
CKK
α
)⊗aα
.
In each space ΠCKKα (V (j)) we consider the vector hα(V (j)) of highest weight
with respect to Aut(V (j)).
Let T (V (j)) be the cyclic span of the vector ⊗αhα(V (j))⊗aα ∈ S(V (j))
under the action of the group Aut(V (j)). The set of subspaces T (V (j)) ⊂
S(V (j)) defines a subrepresentation in (S, σ) which has the numerical labels
{aα}.
The category CKGA.
Theorem 5.2 (see [[17]])
(a) The holomorphic projective representations of the category CKGA
are completely reducible.
(b) The irreducible holomorphic projective representations of the category
CKGA are numbered by diagrams of the form
a−2 a−1 a0 a1 a2
where the aj are non-negative integers of which only finitely many are nonzero.
Furthermore, diagrams differing from each other by a shift correspond to
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the same representation. Let aα be the leftmost non-zero numerical label,
and aβ the rightmost. Then the subordinate representation of the group
An(j) ≃ SL(n+ 1; j,C) is the simple direct sum of the irreducible represen-
tations An(j) with numerical labels
aγ aγ+1 aγ+n−1
(2.2b)
where γ ≤ α+ 1 and γ + n− 1 ≥ β − 1.
Note that the fundamental representation in Example 4.5 has the nu-
merical labels
0 0 1 0
all the irreducible representations of CKGA being realized in the tensor
powers of the fundamental representation.
Note also that if µγ is the representation with the numerical labels (5.2b)
and if R ∈ End(Cn+1(j))\null, then Rµγ ∈ µγ+dimR−(n+1).
Spinor representation of the category CKB. Let V (j) ∈ Ob(CKGD). Let
L(j) ≃ C(j) be a one-dimensional complex linear space endowed with the bi-
linear form {z, u} = zu. Let V˜ (j) = V (j)⊕L(j). Clearly, V˜ (j) ∈ Ob(CKB).
For each v˜ = (v, s) ∈ V˜ (j) we define the operator aˆ(v˜) in Λ(V+(j)) (here, as
before, V+(j) is a maximal isotropic subspace of (V (j)) by the formula
aˆ(v˜)f = aˆ(v)f + sf.
Theorem 5.3 (a) For each P ∈ MorCKB(V˜ (j), W˜ (j)) there exists a unique
(to within proportionality) non-zero operator
spinCKB(P ) : Λ(V+(j))→ Λ(W+(j))
such that
spinCKB(P )aˆ(v˜) = aˆ(w˜)spinCKB(P )
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for all (v˜, w˜) ∈ P .
(b) The map P 7→ spinCKB(P ), 7→ 0 is a projective representation of
the category CKB.
For an arbitrary function f ∈ Λm we define the expression exp(f) =
∑
f j/j!.
If at least one of the functions f1, f2 is even, then f1f2 = f2f1 and therefore
exp(f1 + f2) = exp(f1) exp(f2) = exp(f2) exp(f1).
Suppose further that ν1, ν2, . . . are linear expressions in the variables ξ. Then
it is easily seen that
(1 + ν1)(1 + ν2) = exp(ν1 + ν2 + ν1ν2) = exp(ν1ν2) exp(ν1 + ν2). (5.3)
Hence we can prove the following equality by induction:
(1 + ν1)(1 + ν2) . . . (1 + νk) = exp

∑
i<j
νiνj

 exp(∑ νi) (5.4)
It also follows easily from (5.3) that
exp(ν1ν2) = (1 + ν1)(1 + ν2)(1 − ν1 − ν2). (5.5)
The generalised Beresin operator Λn → Λm. This is the operator with kernel
of the form
K(ξ, η¯) = λ
s∏
i=1
li(ξ, η¯) exp

12(ξ η¯ 1)

 K L pt−Lt M qt
p q 0



 ξη¯
1



 ,
where the li(ξ, η¯) are linear expressions in ξ, η¯, K = −Kt, M = M t, and p
and q are row matrices.
An equivalent definition is as follows. A generalised Berezin operator is
an operator with kernel of the form
N∏
j=1
(
aj +
∑
αjkξk +
∑
βjsη¯s
)
.
The equivalence of the two definitions can be seen from the equalities (5.4)
and (5.5).
It can be shown that the operators spinCKB(P ) are generalised Berezin
operators and, conversely, any generalised Berezin operator has the form
spinCKB(P ).
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5.3 Ordered Cayley-Klein categories
In this Subsection we prove the classification theorems of Subsection 5.2.
Let Σ be a partially ordered set such that for any σ1, σ2 ⊂ Σ there exists
σ3 ∈ Σ such that σ3 > σ1 and σ3 > σ2. in this article the set Σ is always Z+.
Let CKK be a category whose objects Vσ(j) are numbered by an element
of the set Σ. Suppose that for any two elements σ, τ ∈ Σ such that σ < τ
there are fixed morphisms λστ : Vσ(j)→ Vτ (j) and µτσ : Vτ (j)→ Vσ(j) such
that
µτσλτσ = 1. (5.6)
Suppose that for any σ < σ′ < σ′′ we have
λσ′σ′′λσσ′ = λσσ′′ , µσ′σµσ′′σ′ = µσ′′σ. (5.7)
We call such categories purely ordered. Categories that are equivalent to
purely ordered categories are called ordered Cayley-Klein categories.
Examples of ordered Cayley-Klein categories. We discuss the categories
CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD in detail. The simplest is the category CKK =
CKA and the most complex is CKK = CKD.
The category CKA. We consider the Cayley-Klein category whose objects
are the spaces Cn(j) and whose morphisms are linear operators. This cat-
egory is equivalent to the category CKA. Let m < n and define λmn :
C
m(j)→ Cn(j), µmn : Cn(j)→ Cm(j) by the formulae:
λmn(x1, . . . , xm) = (x1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0),
µmn(x1, . . . , xn) = (x1, . . . , xm).
The category CKD. We denote a 2n-dimensional object of the category
CKD by Vn(j). Let V (j) be a two-dimensional complex space endowed with
a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. Then V (j) contains two isotropic
lines which we denote by l and l′. We identify Vn+1(j) with Vn(j) ⊕ V (j).
Let S be the graph of the natural embedding Vn(j)→ Vn+1(j). Consider the
following maximal isotropic subspaces H(j) and H ′(j) of Vn(j)⊕ Vn+1(j):
H = S ⊕ l, H ′ = S ⊕ l′.
It is easily seen that H∩H ′ = S, therefore (see Lemma 5.1) H and H ′ lie dif-
ferent connected components of the Grassmannian Gr(Vn(j)⊕Vn+1(j)). Note
that the sets MorCKD(Vn(j), Vn+1(j))\null and MorCKD(Vn+1(j), Vn(j))\null
are the connected components of the manifold Gr(Vn(j)⊕ Vn+1(j)) and it is
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easily seen that these components are distinct. (In fact, V −n (j)⊕ V +n+1‘(j) ∈
MorCKD(Vn(j), Vn+1(j)), while V
−
n+1(j) ⊕ V +n (j) ∈ MorCKD(Vn+1(j), Vn(j)),
the intersection of V −n (j) ⊕ V +n+1(j) and V −n+1(j) ⊕ V +n (j) is zero, and the
dimensions of the subspaces are odd.) But now λn,n+1 is whichever of the
two subspaces H,H ′ that lies in MorCKD(Vn(j), Vn+1(j)), while µn+1,n is the
one which lies in MorCKD(Vn+1(j), Vn(j)). Finally,
λij = λj−1,jλj−2,j−1 . . . λi,i+1, µji = µi+1,iµi+1,i+2 . . . µj,j−1.
The categories CKB and CKC. Here the situation is similar to that of
category CKD, except that we have a freer choice for the lines l, l′ and the
morphisms λn,n+1, µn+1,n: the natural requirement is that l
′ 6= l and that
λn,n+1 = S ⊕ l and µn+1,n = S ⊕ l′.
Properties of ordered Cayley-Klein categories. Let σ < τ . We define the
element ϑστ in in End(Vτ (j)) by the formula
ϑστ = λστµτσ. (5.8)
It is easily seen that
(ϑστ )
2 = ϑστ , µτσϑ
σ
τ = µτσ, ϑ
σ
τλστ = λστ . (5.9)
If σ′ < σ, then
ϑστϑ
σ′
τ = ϑ
σ′
τ ϑ
σ
τ = ϑ
σ′
τ . (5.10)
Let us verify the latter equality. Indeed,
ϑσ
′
τ ϑ
σ
τ = λσ′τµτσ′λστµτσ = λσ′τµσσ′µτσλστµτσ =
= λσ′τµσσ′µτσ = λσ′τµτσ′ = ϑ
σ′
τ ,
as required.
Lemma 5.3 Let σ′ < σ and τ ′ < τ . Let P ∈ Mor(Vσ′(j), Vτ ′(j)). Then there
exists Q ∈ Mor(Vσ(j), Vτ (j)) such that
P = µττ ′Qλσ′σ. (5.11)
Proof We have Q = λτ ′τPµσσ′ . ✷
Lemma 5.4 Let (T, τ) be a (projective) representation of the ordered cate-
gory CKK. Let T (Vκ(j)) = 0. Then T (Vσ(j)) = 0 for all σ < κ.
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Proof Since T (Vκ(j)) = 0, it follows that τ(Q) = 0 for all Q ∈ End(Vκ(j)).
In view of (5.11), we have τ(P ) = 0 for all P ∈ End(Vσ(j)). In particular,
τ(1Vσ(j)) = 0. Hence T (Vσ(j)) = 0. ✷
Lemma 5.5 Let (T, τ) be an irreducible representation. Then all the subor-
dinated representations of the Cayley-Klein semigroup End(V (j)) are irre-
ducible.
Proof Suppose that T (V (j)) contains an End(V (j))-invariant subrepresen-
tation. Then the cyclic span of A is a non-trivial subrepresentation of T .
✷
We note that the converse is false in general. It is, however, true for
ordered Cayley-Klein categories.
Lemma 5.6 Let (T, τ) be a (projective) representation of the ordered Cayley-
Klein category CKK. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) the representation (T, τ) is irreducible;
(b) the subordinate, representations of all the semigroups End(Vτ (j)) are
irreducible.
Proof We merely need to prove the implication (b) ⇒ (a). Thus suppose
that (b) holds. Let M be a subrepresentation of T = (T, τ), and let N =
T/M . Then for any Vσ(j) we have either M(Vσ(j)) = 0 or N(Vσ(j)) = 0. It
now follows immediately from Lemma 5.5 that either M(Vσ(j)) = 0 for all
σ or N(Vσ(j)) = 0 for all σ. ✷
Corollary 5.1 The fundamental representations of the Cayley-Klein cat-
egories CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD are irreducible. ✷
The lowering functor. Let T = (T, τ) be a representation of the category
CKK, and let α < β.
Lemma 5.7 Let P ∈ End(Vα(j)). Let Uβα (P ) = λαβPµβα. Then the map
Uβα is an embedding of the semigroup End(Vα(j)) into End(Vβ(j)).
Proof We have
Uβα (P )U
β
α (Q) = λαβPµβαλαβQµβα = λαβPQµβα = U
β
α (PQ).
On the other hand, P = µβαU
β
α (P )λαβ , whence it follows that U
β
α is injec-
tive. Note that Uβα (1) = ϑαβ . Thus for α < β the semigroup End(Vσ(j))
is embedded in End(Vβ(j)) (one must bear in mind that U
β
α (Aut(Vα(j))) 6⊂
Aut(Vβ(j))). ✷
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Proposition 5.1 Let (T, τ) be a projective representation of the ordered
Cayley-Klein category CKK, and let α < β. Then the subspace im τ(ϑαβ)
is invariant with respect to the operators τ(Uβα (P )). The representation τ
of the semigroup End(Vα(j)) in T (Vα(j)) is equivalent to the representation
τ ◦ Uβα in im τ(ϑαβ).
Proof We claim that im τ(Uβα (P )) ⊂ im τ(ϑαβ). In fact,
Uβα (P ) = λαβPµβα = λαβµβαλαβPµβα = ϑ
α
βλαβPµβα.
Furthermore, as is easily seen, the operators τ(λαβ) : T (Vα(j))→ im τ(ϑαβ)
and µβα : im τ(ϑ
α
β) → T (Vα(j)) are End(Vα(j))-intertwining operators
which are mutual inverses. This completes the proof. ✷
Let α < β. We define the lowering functor F βα which associates with
each representation τ of the semigroup End(Vβ(j)) the representation τ ◦Uβα
of t semigroup End(Vα(j)) in im τ(ϑ
α
β). We omit the trivial verification of
the fact that F βα is indeed a functor. It is also easily seen that F
β
αF
γ
β = F
γ
α .
We now discuss what the representations of the semigroups EndCKK(Vα(j))
look like in the cases CKK = CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD. We shall also discuss
what the lowering functor looks like in these cases.
Representations of the semigroups EndK(V (j)) in the cases CKK =
CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD.
Lemma 5.8 Let CKK = CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD. Then the group
AutK(V (j)) is dense in EndK(V (j)). ✷
We choose in each of the Cayley-Klein categories CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD
one object of each dimension. We denote by Vn(j) an object of dimension
n + 1 in the case of the category CKA, an object of dimension 2n in the
cases of CKC and CKD, and an object of dimension 2n + 1 in the case of
CKB.
Lemma 5.9 The semigroup End(Vn(j)) is generated by the group Aut(Vn(j))
and the linear relation ϑn−1n .
Proof This is done by a straightforward enumeration of cases. ✷
Suppose now that τ is a holomorphic projective representation of the
semigroup End(Vn(j)). Since Aut(Vn(j)) is dense in End(Vn(j)), it follows
that τ and the restriction of τ to Aut(Vn(j)) have the same subrepresenta-
tions. In particular, if τ is irreducible, then so is its restriction to Aut(Vn(j)).
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Furthermore, it is well known that projective representations of semisimple
groups and, in particular, the classical groups, can be linearised on their
simply connected covering groups [13]. Thus the words “projective repre-
sentation of a simply-connected semisimple group G” and “linear represen-
tation of G” essentially mean the same thing. In particular, we see straight
away that the representations of the semigroup End(Vn(j)) are completely
reducible.
Let us consider an irreducible representation π = π[. . . , an−1, an] of the
classical group Aut(Vn(j)) = An(j), Bn(j), Cn(j),Dn(j) with numerical labels
(. . . , an−1, an). We now ask how this representation can be extended to a
projective representation of the semigroup End(Vn(j)). Let gj ∈ Aut(Vn(j))
and gj → ϑn−1n . Then for some λj ∈ C∗ we have λjπ(gj) = λjπ(gj) →
τ(ϑn−1n ). Therefore either τ(ϑ
n−1
n ) = 0, or τ(ϑ
n−1
n ) is uniquely defined to
within proportionality. Thus (see Lemma 5.9) there exist at most two exten-
sions of the representation π[. . . , an−1, an] to a holomorphic representation
of End(Vn(j)):
(a) The zero extension τ = π0[. . . , an−1, an]. Here τ(ϑ
n−1
n ) = 0 and
hence τ(P ) is identically zero on End(Vn(j))\Aut(Vn(j)).
(b) The maximal extension τ = πmax[. . . , an−1, an]. Here τ(ϑ
n−1
n ) 6= 0.
The existence of the zero extension is obvious. We now explain why the
maximal extension exists.
The lowering functor in the cases of the categories CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD.
As before CKK stands for one of the categories CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD.
Lemma 5.10 Let (Πα, πα) be a fundamental representation of the Cayley-
Klein category CKK. Let hα(Vn(j)) be a highest weight vector in Πα(Vn(j)).
Then
πα(ϑ
n−1
n )hα(Vn(j)) = snhα(Vn(j)), πα(λn−1,n)hα(Vn−1(j)) = tnhα(Vn(j)),
πα(µn,n−1)hα(Vn(j)) = pnhα(Vn−1(j)),
where tn ∈ C∗ and sn, pn ∈ C are non-zero if Πα(Vn−1(j)) 6= 0.
Proof This is done by enumeration of cases. ✷
Suppose now that aα ∈ Z+ and aα = 0 for sufficiently large α. Let q be
the rightmost non-zero label. Let
(S, σ) :=
⊗
α
(Πα, πα)
⊗aα
and let h(Vn(j)) be a highest weight vector in S(Vn(j)), that is,
h(Vn) =
⊗
α
hα(Vn)
⊗aα .
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Note that the space Πα(Vn(j)) is non-zero if and only if n ≥ q − 1 (here we
need to look at all the fundamental representations and verify that the above
assertion is true for these representations). Therefore S(Vn(j)) is non-zero
if and only if n ≥ q − 1, and the vector h(Vn(j)) is also non-zero for these
same n.
In each space S(Vn(j)) we choose the cyclic span T (Vn(j)) of the vector
h(Vn(j)) under the action of the group Aut(Vn(j)).
Lemma 5.11 The set of subspaces T (Vn(j)) ⊂ S(Vn(j)) defines an irre-
ducible subrepresentation in (S, σ).
Proof We take the cyclic span H of some vector h(Vn(j)) under the action of
the category CKK. In view of the previous lemma, this cyclic span contains
all the vectors h(Vn(j)), this being true for all n; therefore the K-cyclic
spans of all the vectors h(Vn(j)) coincide. Consequently, for each k the
space H(Vk(j)) is the End(Vk(j))-cyclic span of the vector h(Vk(j)). But the
group Aut(Vk(j)) is dense in End(Vk(j)) and therefore H(Vk(j)) = T (Vk(j))
for all k. Furthermore, the cyclic span of a vector is a subrepresentation,
which means that the set of subspaces T (Vk(j)) is in fact a subrepresentation
in S. Its irreducibility follows from Lemma 5.4. ✷
We now consider which representation τk of End(Vk(j)) is realized in
T (Vk(j)). It can be either π0[. . . , ak−1, ak], or πmax[. . . , ak−1, ak]. Note that
the conditions T (Vk−1(j)) = 0 and τ(ϑ
k−1
k ) = 0 are equivalent (see Propo-
sition 5.1). Therefore (see above mentioned definition of maximal and zero
extension) we have
τq−1 = π0[. . . , aq−1], (5.12)
τk = πmax[. . . , ak−1, ak], for k > q − 1. (5.13)
We have constructed a set of representations of the category CKK and
among the subordinate ones, we have encountered all the representations
of all the semigroups End(Vk(j)). Therefore Proposition 5.1 immediately
provides us with an explicit form of the lowering functor:
Fnn−1π0[. . . , an−1, an] = 0,
Fnn−1πmax[. . . , an−1, 0] = πmax[. . . , an−2, an−1], (5.14)
while if an 6= 0 then
Fnn−1πmax[. . . , an−1, an] = π0[. . . , an−2, an−1]. (5.15)
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Compatible systems. Let CKK be an ordered Cayley-Klein category. Sup-
pose that for each object Vσ(j) we are given an irreducible projective repre-
sentation ρσ of the semigroup End(Vσ(j)). We call this family of represen-
tations a compatible system if F τσρτ = ρσ for every σ > τ .
Proposition 5.2 For any compatible system ρσ there exists a unique pro-
jective representation (R, ρ) of the Cayley-Klein category CKK such that
ρ(P ) = ρσ(P ) for all σ and all P ∈ End(Vσ(j)).
Note that here the uniqueness is more important than the existence. It
is only the uniqueness that is used in our discussion of the completeness
of the lists of irreducible representations for the Cayley-Klein categories
CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD.
Lemma 5.12 The semigroups End(Vσ(j)) and the elements λστ and µτσ
generate the entire groupoid of morphisms of the Cayley-Klein category CKK.
Proof Let P ∈ Mor(Vσ(j), Vτ (j)). Let κ > τ and κ > σ. Then P =
µκτP
′λσκ, where P
′ = λτκPµκσ ∈ End(Vκ(j)). ✷
Proof of the proposition
(a) Uniqueness. Denote by R(Vσ(j)) the space of the representation ρσ.
Let σ < τ . By (5.9), the operator ρ(µτσ) vanishes on the kernel of the
projection ρ(ϑ0τ ). Furthermore, the operators
ρ(λστ ) : R(Vσ(j))→ im ρτ (ϑστ ), ρ(µτσ) : im ρτ (ϑ0τ )→ R(Vσ(j))
must be End(Vσ(j))-intertwining operators which are inverses of each other.
Taking the irreducibility of ρσ into account, we find that λστ and µτσ
are uniquely defined to within multiplication by a constant. The required
uniqueness now follows from the lemma.
(b) Existence. Suppose then that we are given a compatible system. We
define the operators
ρ(λστ ) : R(Vσ(j))→ im ρτ (ϑστ ), ρ(µτσ) : im ρτ (ϑστ )→ R(Vσ(j))
so that they are End(Vσ(j))-intertwining.
Suppose further that P ∈ Mor(Vα(j), Vβ(j)). We choose κ such that κ > α,
κ > β and we define ρ(P ) by the formula
ρ(P ) = ρ(µκβ)ρκ(λβκPµκα)ρ(λακ). (5.16)
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Lemma 5.13 The operator ρ(P ) does not depend on the choice of κ.
Proof We denote the expression (5.16) by ρκ(P ). Let ξ > κ. Then
ρξ(P ) = ρ(µξβ)ρξ(λβξPµξα)ρ(λαξ).
It is clear from the definition of the operators ρ(µξκ) and ρ(λκξ) that for any
S ∈ End(Vκ(j)) we have
ρκ(S) = s · ρ(µξκ)ρξ(λκξSµξκ)ρ(λκξ)
for some s ∈ C∗. Using the obvious equalities
ρ(µξβ) = s
′ · ρ(µκβ)ρ(µξκ), ρ(λαξ) = s′′ρ(λκξ)ρ(λακ),
where s′, s′′ ∈ C, we see that for some t, t′, . . . ∈ C∗ we have
ρξ(P ) = t · ρ(µξβ)ρξ(λβξPµξα)ρ(λαξ) =
= t′ · ρ(µκβ)ρ(µξκ)ρξ(λκξλβκPµκαµξκ)ρ(λκξ)ρ(λακ) =
= t′′ · ρ(µκβ)ρκ(λβκPµκα)ρ(λακ) = t′′′ · ρκ(P ).
Suppose now that κ and κ′ majorize α and β. Then there exists ξ majorizing
κ and κ′, and therefore
ρκ(P ) = ρξ(P ) = ρκ
′
(P ).
It remains to verify the equality
ρ(P )ρ(Q) = s · ρ(PQ)
for any Q ∈ Mor(Vσ(j), Vτ (j)), P ∈ Mor(Vτ (j), Vγ(j)). Suppose that ξ is
greater than σ, τ, γ. Then for some s, s′ . . . ∈ C∗ we have
ρ(P )ρ(Q) = ρ(µξγ)ρξ(λγξPµξτ )ρ(λτξ)ρ(µξτ )ρξ(λτξQµξσ)ρ(λσξ)
= s · ρ(µξγ)ρξ(λγξPµξτ )ρξ(ϑτξ )ρξ(λτξQµξσ)ρ(λσξ)
= s′ · ρ(µξγ)ρξ(λγξP [µξτϑτξλτξ]Qµξσ)ρ(λσξ)
= s′′ · ρ(µξγ)ρξ(λγξPQµξσ)ρ(λσξ) = s′′′ · ρ(PQ).
✷
Completeness of the lists of irreducible representations for the Cayley-Klein
categories CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD. It follows immediately from (5.14) and
(5.15) that any compatible system for CKK = CKA,CKB,CKC,CKD has
the following form. There exists q ∈ Z+ and a finite set [. . . , aq−1, aq] ∈ Zq+
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such that aq 6= 0. The representations ρj of the semigroup End(Vj(j)) must
have the form
ρj = 0 for j < q − 1
ρq−1 = π0[. . . , aq−1],
ρj = πmax[. . . , aq−1, aq, 0, . . . , 0] for j > q − 1.
The representations corresponding to these compatible systems have been
constructed above. They have the numerical labels (. . . , aq−1, qq, 0, 0, . . .).
Thus assertion (b) of the classification theorem is now proved.
Complete reducibility
Theorem 5.4 Let CKK be an ordered Cayley-Klein category. Suppose
that the finite-dimensional projective representations of all the semigroups
EndK(Vσ(j)) are completely reducible. Then the projective representations
of CKK are completely reducible.
Lemma 5.14 Suppose that the conditions of the theorem hold. Let (R, ρ)
be a representation of CKK, and let H ⊂ R(Vα(j)) be an irreducible sub-
representation of a subordinate representation of the semigroup End(Vα(j)).
Then the K-cyclic span S = (S, σ) of the subspace H is an irreducible sub-
representation in R.
Proof of the lemma For each object Vτ (j) in the category CKK we con-
sider the set M(Vτ (j)) of all h ∈ S(Vτ (j)) such that the cyclic span of h is
distinct from S. The condition h ∈ M(Vτ (j)) is equivalent to the require-
ment that ρ(P ) = 0 for all P ∈ Mor(Vτ (j), Vα(j)). (If ρ(P )h 6= 0, then the
cyclic span of h contains H and hence is the whole of S.) Suppose that
for some τ > α the space M(Vτ (j)) 6= 0. Let K(Vτ (j)) be a complement
of M(Vτ (j)) that is invariant with respect to the semigroup End(Vτ (j)). If
K(Vτ (j)) = 0, then the factor representation S/M satisfies the condition
(S/M)(Vτ (j)) = 0 and we obtain a contradiction. Hence K(Vτ (j)) 6= 0. The
cyclic span of any vector h ∈ K(Vτ (j)) under the action of K contains H
(since h /∈ M(Vτ (j))) and is therefore the whole of S. On the other hand,
that part of the cyclic span which lies in S(Vτ (j)) coincides with End(Vτ (j))h,
which is the cyclic span of the vector h; and the latter, in turn, is contained
in K(Vτ (j)) 6= S(Vτ (j)). This is a contradiction. Thus, M(Vτ (j)) = 0 for all
τ > α. But it now follows thatM(Vτ (j)) = 0 for all τ . Thus S is irreducible.
✷
Proof of the theorem We choose some irreducible representation S of the
representation R = (R, ρ). Let R(Vα(j)) 6= S(Vα(j)). Let T (Vα(j)) be an
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End(Vα(j))-invariant complement of S(Vα(j)). We take the K-cyclic span T
of the subspace T (Vα(j)). Clearly for any Vβ(j) we have T (Vβ(j))∩S(Vβ(j)) =
0 (otherwise, the set of subspaces T (Vβ(j)) ∩ S(Vβ(j)) would form a non-
trivial subrepresentation of S, which, as we recall, is irreducible). It may
turn out, however, that for some Vβ(j) the equality S(Vβ(j)) ⊕ T (Vβ(j)) =
R(Vβ(j)) does not hold. There then exists γ > α such that S(Vγ(j)) ⊕
T (Vγ(j)) 6= R(Vγ(j)) (for this, it suffices to take any γ such that γ > α
and γ > β, for R(Vγ(j))/[S(Vγ(j)) ⊕ T (Vγ(j))] = 0 would then imply that
R(Vβ(j))/[S(Vβ(j)) ⊕ T (Vβ(j))] = 0). We take a complement T ′(V γ(j)) of
S(Vγ(j)) in R(Vγ(j)) that is invariant with respect to End(Vγ(j)) and is such
that T ′(Vγ(j)) ⊃ T (Vγ(j)). Let T ′ be the cyclic span of T (Vγ(j)). Clearly, for
all µ we have T ′(Vµ(j)) ⊃ T (Vµ(j)) (in fact, T ′(Vα(j)) ⊃ T (Vα(j)), because
the cyclic span N of T (Vγ(j)) contains T (Vα(j)); indeed, (T/N)(Vγ(j)) = 0,
and hence, (T/N)(Vα(j)) = 0).
We can now continue this procedure and choose T ′′ ⊃ T ′, T ′′′ ⊃ T ′′,
... and so on, and then take their union. If the partially ordered set Σ of
indices numbering the objects of the Cayley-Klein category CKK has a fairly
complicated construction, then one has to invoke the standard procedures
relating to Zorn’s lemma. This completes the proof of the theorem.
The theorem on the classification of holomorphic projective representa-
tions of the Cayley-Klein categories CKA,CKB,CKC, and CKD is now
proved in its entirety.
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